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Academy of Marketing Science

Letter from the President
The

Academy
of
Marketing
Science
(AMS) has grown
tremendously
since
the beginning in 1971.
Our Founding Fellow
and
Distinguished
Professor,
Harold
Berkman, could not
have imagined all that
AMS would accomplish
in less than four decades.
AMS Fellows are truly
part of a great organization that fosters collegiality
and growth in scholarship. Recently, over 300 AMS
Fellows gathered together for our Annual Conference
in Vancouver, B.C. The conference was another great
event and several key announcements were made that
help set the stage for even more great ways that AMS
will serve the marketing academy in the future. Some
of the key announcements are:
•
Tomas Hult, Michigan State University, was
named as the next Editor of the Journal of
the Academy of Marketing Science (JAMS).
Tomas will take over from David Stewart,
University of California – Riverside, next June.
Tomas is committed to continuing in the line of
recent Editors who have helped establish JAMS
as one of the truly premier academic journals in
the marketing discipline.
•

•

•

Membership has its privileges. JAMS Online is
now available to all members. The link can be
accessed through the AMS home page (www.
ams-web.org). Once a member is logged into
the AMS web site, back issues of JAMS can
be accessed back to the first issues published
in 1972. Additionally, three other Springer
journals can be accessed through this link so
please begin your literature searches at www.
ams-web.org. Soon, AMS Annual Conference
Proceedings will also be accessible from the
AMS web site.
Robert A. Peterson, University of Texas,
will be the Founding Editor of the new AMS
premier journal with the tentative working
title of Review of the Academy of Marketing
Science. Bob is putting together the operational
team and a call for papers will be forthcoming
shortly. Broadly, the journal will be the home
for groundbreaking, nonempirical articles.
The content of these pages also include
announcements of further efforts directed at
student initiatives and initiatives aimed at
assistant professors. This year’s conference
included a recruiting breakfast where students
seeking jobs were able to meet and discuss
positions with schools with job openings. This
service was available free to all members.
The first two EDAMBA Scholarship awards
were given to allow two students to attend the
Summer Doctoral Academy this July.

•

The first ever AMS Award for Knowledge
Development in Marketing was announced.
The project is geared toward developing the
“General Theory of Marketing Orientation.”
Can Uslay and Jag Sheth are involved in this
project. Look for a RFP soon aimed at awards
for 2009.

•

The home office for AMS has moved. After
three productive decades at the University
of Miami, the new home is the College of
Business at Louisiana Tech University. The fit
between the College and AMS is very good and
as we move toward the future, AMS will be a
welcome partner at Tech. For more information
on this, see the story at this link: http://www.
ams-web.org/associations/213/files/6-10%20
AMS.pdf.

Preparations are underway for the 2009 conference
season. The Calls for Papers for both the Annual
Conference and the World Marketing Congress are
now available through our home page. Plan to attend
both meetings. The Annual Conference is scheduled
for Baltimore May 20 – May 23, 2009. The World
Marketing Congress will be held in Oslo, Norway
July 22 – July 25, 2009. As those who have attended
our meetings know, AMS offers the most value in
conference attendance by far. So, don’t miss out.
For those who may wonder, there have been some
changes that have come along with the move from
Miami to Louisiana Tech. First, Sally Sultan,
who has served AMS so well through recent years,
remains as a half time employee of AMS through the
middle of the summer. At that time, she will take
on a full time position at the University of Miami.
Unquestionably, Sally’s presence will be missed
and I know I speak for many in offering her sincere
thanks for her service and the best of luck in the
new position. Brian Miller has joined AMS as the
Marketing and Communications Director. Brian’s
office is here at Tech and he can be reached at ams@
latech.edu. With the move, some things also stay
the same. Harold Berkman remains the Executive
Vice President/Director of AMS. We look forward to
more years of leadership from Harold.
Finally, a new slate of officers takes over as of June,
2008. They are listed in the contents of the Quarterly.
Each one is dedicated to continued health and growth
of AMS. John Ford, Old Dominion University, is
the new AMS President. I’ve known John for many
years and I know that he will be a great leader for
AMS. I do so look forward to working with John
and the new leadership team and he will be taking
over this column for two years! On behalf of all the
officers, we look forward to seeing you next year!
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ACADEMY OF MARKETING SCIENCE
OPTIONAL BENEFIT FORM
As an added membership benefit, the Academy of Marketing Science is pleased
to offer you the option of purchasing any of the following journals at a very
reduced price. If you want to take advantage of this offer, please return this
Optional Benefit Form with your completed membership form. Make sure to
provide your name and address for each selected journal. The Academy will
then advise the publishers of your membership status and you will be billed
directly by the journal publishers.

ACADEMY OF MARKETING SCIENCE
JOURNAL OF RETAILING

( ) Yes, I would like to subscribe to the Journal of Retailing for the
special annual rate of $45.00. (Regular price $131.00). I understand
that I will be billed later by Elsevier. Please send the journal to (please
print clearly):
Name: _________________________________________________
		
(First)				
(Last)
Address: _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

ACADEMY OF MARKETING SCIENCE
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS MARKETING

( ) Yes, I would like to subscribe to the Journal of Business-toBusiness Marketing for the special annual rate of $45.00. (Regular
price $75.00). I understand that I will be billed later by Haworth Press.
Please send the journal to (please print clearly):
Name: _________________________________________________
		
(First)				
(Last)
Address: _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Barry J. Babin
President

From the Editor
I am so delighted to be serving as the next Editor of AMS Quarterly. I wish to
thank Dana Lascau for serving as the prior Editor and for sharing information and
ideas about this position. A special thanks is extended to Barry Babin and John
Ford for their guidance as I put together my first issue of AMSQ. I really hope
you enjoy it!
There are many ways for you to contribute to AMSQ. The IN THE NEWS section
of the newsletter is an excellent way to let your friends and colleagues know
what you have been doing since they last saw you. Promotions, appointments,
awards, moves to new institutions, book publications, and retirements are all great
announcements for this section. Please let me know if there is anything that you
would like to report to the membership in future issues. Send your CALLS FOR PAPERS and POSITION
ANNOUNCEMENTS for AMSQ. This is a free service for AMS members. Our membership list reaches
over 1,500 members worldwide and is a great way to get the word out to the appropriate audience. Finally,
I welcome your photographs in .jpg format. It is always so nice to see photos of colleagues sharing time
together at conferences and other events.
I welcome your comments and suggestions regarding the AMS Quarterly. To be considered for the fall 2008
issue, please submit your information no later than September 20, 2008 to flahertb@jmu.edu.
Theresa B. Flaherty, James Madison University
flahertb@jmu.edu
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ACADEMY OF MARKETING SCIENCE
JOURNAL OF PERSONAL SEELING & SALES
MANAGEMENT

( ) Yes, I would like to subscribe to the Journal of Personal Selling &
Sales Management for the special annual rate of $45.00 (US) $55.00
(INT’L). (Regular price $60.00 US, $76.00 INT’L). I understand that
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Address: _______________________________________________
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PO Box 3072
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Highlights from the AMS Annual Meeting in Vancouver

The AMS annual meeting
convened at the Fairmont Hotel
Vancouver in beautiful Vancouver,
B.C., Canada May 26 – 30. Steven
P. Brown (University of Houston)
and Peter A. Dacin (Queen’s
University) served as program cochairs. The fabulous venue and
attractive program drew a record
number of marketing educators
from around the world. As a
testament to the success of the
Academy’s globalization efforts,
a majority of the participants and
attendees came from outside of
the U.S., with many coming from
Europe, Asia, and the Pacific
Basin, as well as a large contingent
from Canada. Total registration for
the event numbered 331, exceeding
the previous record of 302 for
the 1998 conference in Norfolk
(which, coincidentally, was also
co-chaired by Peter Dacin).
The highlight of the
program was a plenary session
on marketing plans for the
2010 Vancouver/Whistler
Winter Olympics, featuring a
presentation by John Furlong,
CEO of VANOC, the Olympic
Organizing Committee. The
session was organized and chaired
by Walt Judas, Vice President
for 2010 Strategies at Tourism
Vancouver. Charmaine Crooks,
six time Olympian, Olympic
silver medalist, and Canada’s
representative to the International
Olympic Committee, as well as
executives of destination marketing
organizations representing
Vancouver, British Columbia,
and Canada also presented at the
session. The primary message
emerging from the session was that
all of Canada and all Canadians
have an ownership stake in the

2010 Olympics. The Olympics
have the potential to significantly
change perceptions of “the brands”
of Canada, British Columbia,
and Vancouver, and VANOC
and its affiliate organizations are
executing well planned strategies
to leverage the event effectively.
The session gave attendees much
food for thought and some great
examples of brand perceptions and
destination marketing to take home
and use in classes taught around
the world.
As always, a number of
award winners were recognized
at the conference. Christine
Moorman (Duke University)
was recognized as the Vector/
Cutco Distinguished Marketing
Educator for her contributions
to understanding of information
utilization in marketing strategy
and consumer behavior. Matt
Mannelly, President and CEO
of Canondale Bikes, received the
AMS Distinguished Marketer
Award. Both delivered moving
speeches at the Presidential
Banquet. Vicky Crittenden
(Boston College) and O. C. Ferrell
(University of New Mexico)
were honored as Distinguished
Fellows of the Academy for their
professional accomplishments
and long, distinguished service
to the AMS. Last year’s group
of Distinguished Fellows, Barry
Babin (Louisiana Tech), Julie
Baker (Texas Christian University),
and John Ford (Old Dominion
University) were also recognized.
Anne Roggeveen, Dhruv
Grewal, and Ronnie Goodstein
received the M. Wayne Delozier
Best Conference Paper Award
and the Stanley C. Hollander Best
Retailing Paper for “How Does

g
Central Office:
Brian Miller
Director of Marketing and
Communications
Academy of Marketing Science
PO Box 3072
Ruston, LA 71272
(318) 257-2612
www.ams-web.org
ams@latech.edu
Officers:
President
Barry J. Babin
University of Southern
Mississippi
Marketing Department
SS Box 5091
Hattiesburg, MS 39406-5091
(601) 266-4629
Barry.babin@usm.edu
Executive Vice President/
Director
Harold W. Berkman
University of Miami
(Central Office)
(305) 284-2510

the Presence of a Guarantee Cue
Impact Evaluations of a Retailer?”
The William R. Darden Award for
Best Research Methodology went
to Martin Reimann, Andreas
Aholt, Carolin Neuhaus, Oliver
Schilke, Thorsten Teichert, and
Bernd Weber for “Application of
Functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging in Marketing and
Consumer Research: A Review.”
Babu John Mariadoss won
the Mary Kay Dissertation
Competition for “Two Essays
on Team Perspectives in Sales,”
completed at the University of
Houston under the supervision of
Michael Ahearn. Andrea Dixon,
Gary Kritz, and Jakki Mohr
were the 2008 recipients of Lamb,
Hair and McDaniel Outstanding
Marketing Teaching Award. The
Jane K. Fenyo Student Paper
Award went to Weiling Zhuang
and Qian Xiao for “The Impact
of Price Messages on Consumers’
Value Perception and Buying
Intention.”
The track chairs processed
a number of submissions that
increased over 90 percent from
the preceding year. The excellent
program resulted from their stellar
efforts. The track chairs included:
Business-to-Business Marketing Jakki Mohr, Artur Baldauf
Consumer Behavior - Carolyn
Costley
Doctoral Colloquium - John B.
Ford
Electronic and Interactive
Marketing - Joel LeBon
Ethics, Social Responsibility Linda Ferrell, O. C. Ferrell
Excellence in Marketing Education
and Innovative Teaching - Vicky
Crittenden, Bodo Schlegelmilch
International-Multinational

AMS Officers and Staff

President-Elect
John B. Ford
Old Dominion University
(757) 683-3587 (Office)
jbford@odu.edu

Vice President for
Membership – Int’l
Tanuja Singh
Northern Illinois University
(815) 753-7967

Vice President for Programs
Greg W. Marshall
Rollins College
(407) 691-1150
gmarshall@rollins.edu

Vice President for
Development
Anne L. Balazs
Mississippi University for
Women
(662) 329-7153
abalazs@muw.edu

Vice President for
Publications
Rajan Varadarajan
Texas A&M University
(979) 845-5809
varadarajan@tamu.edu
Vice President for
Membership – N. America
Linda Ferrell
University of New Mexico
(505) 277-7056
lferrell@mgt.unm.edu

Secretary/Treasurer
Victoria Crittenden
Boston College
(617) 552-0430
crittend@bc.edu
Chairman, Board of
Governors
Joseph F. Hair
Kennesaw State University
(678) 797-9736
jhair3@comcast.net

Marketing, Dana L. Alden, Qimei
Chen
Marketing Research Methods George R. Franke
Marketing Strategy - Klaus-Peter
Wiedmann
Marketing Promotions and
Communications - Michael
Kamins
Mary Kay Doctoral Dissertation
Competition - George Zinkhan,
Karin Braunsberger
Marketing Metrics - Frank
Mulhern
Product and Brand Management Diana Haytko, Ronald A. Clark
Retailing - Julie Baker
Selling and Sales Management,
CRM - Eli Jones, Andrea L. Dixon
Services Marketing - Leyland Pitt
Sports Marketing - Kirk Wakefield
Supply Chain Management - Pat
Daugherty, Alex Ellinger
Proceedings Editor - Leroy
Robinson Jr.
The doctoral colloquium,
chaired again this year by AMS
President John Ford, continues
to expand and contribute to the
professional development of a new
cadre of marketing scholars and
educators. The outstanding level
of participation in the colloquium
was an important reason for the
meeting’s success.
Poster sessions were
included on the program this year
for the first time since the 1998
meeting in Norfolk. These sessions
attracted interest and generated
conversation on a diversity of
topics of interest to attendees.
~ Steven P. Brown,
University of Houston and Peter A.
Dacin, Queen’s University
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Board of Governors
Julie Baker (2002-2008)
Leonard L. Berry (2002-2008)
S. Tamer Cavusgil (2004-2010)
Michael R. Czinkota (2004-2010)
Michel Laroche (2006-2012)
Naresh Malhotra (2006-2012)
J. Thomas Mentzer (2002-2008)
A. Parasuraman (2002-2008)
Jagdish N. Sheth (2006-2012)
Rosan L. Spiro (2004-2010)
David W. Stewart (2004-2010)
Immediate Past President
Chuck W. Lamb
Texas Christian University
(817) 257-7541
c.lamb@tcu.edu

Journal of the Academy of
Marketing Science
Editor
David W. Stewart
University of Southern
California
Marshall School of Business
Department of Marketing
ACC 308-B
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0443
(213) 740-5037 (Office)
(213) 740-7828 (Fax)
david.stewart@marshall.usc.edu
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Christine Moorman
Honored as 2008
AMS CUTCO/
Vector Distinguished
Marketing Educator
Christine
M o o r m a n
(moorman@
duke.edu) is the
T. Austin Finch,
Sr. Professor
of
Business
Administration at
the Fuqua School of Business, Duke
University. Chris’ research focuses
on understanding the nature and
effects of information utilization and
learning activities by consumers,
managers, and organizations. She
has examined these issues in contexts
ranging from innovation, marketing
research relationships, interfirm
alliances, the impact of regulation,
customer relationship management
for firms, and health and nutrition
decision making for consumers.
Her work has been published in
Journal of Marketing Research,
Journal of Consumer Research,
Marketing Science, Journal of
Marketing, Journal of Public
Policy & Marketing, International
Journal of Research in Marketing,
Academy of Management Review,
and
Administrative
Science
Quarterly. Chris is on the editorial
review boards for the Journal of
Marketing Research (Associate
Editor), Journal of Marketing,
Marketing Science, Journal of
Consumer
Research,
Journal
of Public Policy & Marketing,
Marketing Letters, and the Journal
of Strategic Marketing (UK).
Her research has been supported
by over a dozen grants from the

Marketing Science Institute and two
grants from the National Science
Foundation. Chris has edited the
book Assessing Marketing Strategy
Performance with Don Lehmann.
Chris is a former member of the
Board of Directors and chair of the
Marketing Strategy Special Interest
Group for the American Marketing
Association, former Director of
Public Policy for the Association
of Consumer Research, and an
Academic Trustee for MSI.
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Squares. In 1990, Matt was part
of the team that brought Michael
Jordan to Gatorade leading millions
to try to “Be Like Mike.” At Nike,
Matt was the Tennis Business
Director and worked with both
Andre Agassi and Pete Sampras in
an effort to put swooshes on tennis
courts all over the world. And, as
Chief Marketing Officer for the U.S.
Olympic Committee, he tugged on
the heartstrings of every American
with his “It’s not every four years—
it’s every day” campaign.

AMS ELECTION
ANNOUNCEMENT

Chuck Lamb, Chair of the
Nominating Committee, reports the
following results of the AMS Officer
and Board of Governors balloting.
Please join us in congratulating
our new leaders. The following
individuals have been elected to lead
the Academy of Marketing Science
over the next two years:
President - John B. Ford
President-Elect - Greg W. Marshall
Vice President for Programs Matt assumed his current role as
President and CEO of Cannondale Linda Ferrell
Vice President for Publications Bicycles as the company was
O. C. Ferrell
coming out of bankruptcy in
Matthew Mannelly 2003. In 2004 Matt re-introduced Vice President for Membership –
North America - Angela Hausman
Cannondale to the world with a
Honored as 2008
new tagline: “Feel it.” “Cannondale Vice President for Membership –
AMS Distinguished bicycles feel different because the International - Göran Svennson
Vice President for Development performance is noticeably better.”
Marketer
Victoria Crittenden
Under his leadership, Cannondale
th
Secretary/Treasurer - Anne L.
Matt Mannelly is going into its 5 consecutive
Balazs
has been a fixture year of revenue growth.
Board of Governors
in the sports
•
Jean-Charles Chebat
industry
for
•
Michael Ewing
nearly 20 years
•
Peter J. McGoldrick
and is linked
•
Robert A. Peterson
to some of the
most successful
brands, athletes, teams and
programs in history. “I’ve always
been inspired by those who compete
at the highest level,” says Mannelly.
“Working on businesses is like being
involved in sports- there is winning
Brian Miller
and losing. I love the competition.”
While he hasn’t always worked for
Director of Marketing and Communications
sports specific brands, his successes
Academy of Marketing Science
are confirmation of his leadership
PO Box 3072
and competitive drive.

–––– , ––––

–––– , ––––

The AMS Administrative Office
has changed.
Please update your records.

At Quaker Oats in 1985, Mannelly
was responsible for one of their
most successful new cereal product
launches in history, Quaker Oats

Ruston, LA 71272
(318) 257-2612
www.ams-web.org
ams@latech.edu

IN THE NEWS

Lyn S. Amine has retired from the
Cook School of Business at Saint
Louis University with the title of
Professor Emerita of Marketing
and International Business. Lyn has
been with SLU for twenty years
and has been teaching for thirty
years. In summer 2008 Lyn and
her husband will live permanently
in Nice, France where she can
be contacted through her present
email address: aminels@slu.edu
Randall Hines of Susquehanna
University and Robert
Lauterborn of University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill recently
published “Print Matters: How
to Write Great Advertising”. To
order this book, please visit www.
Racombooks.com or call 800-2476553.

In May, the University of
Tennessee announced that Tom
Mentzer has been named one of
its initial Chancellor’s Professors.
This appointment is based on the
recommendation of the Provost,
and ultimately approved by the
Chancellor of the university. This
esteemed designation carries with
it a one-year research fund in the
initial year of appointment, and
the individuals who hold this
designation will do so for the rest
of their career at the University
of Tennessee. Chancellor’s
Professors will meet regularly
to advise the Provost, Vice
Chancellor for Research, and
Chancellor on matters of concern
to the campus. They will also
participate in the Chancellor’s
Professor Faculty Lecture Series
to take place at regular intervals

during the academic year. This is
a wonderful recognition of one of
the top scholars in the College of
Business Administration, and is a
well-deserved recognition for Dr.
Mentzer.

Roland Rust was named
a Distinguished University
Professor. He is the first business
school professor ever to receive
this honor at the University of
Maryland.

Michael Polonsky has moved
to Deakin University, where he
is the Chair in Marketing within
the School of Management and
Marketing. He was previously at
Victoria University in Melbourne
where he was the Chair in
Marketing within the school
of Hospitality, Tourism and
Marketing. Professor Polonsky’s
new contact information is 70
Elgar Rd, Burwood 3125 VIC,
AUSTRALIA, Phone (613) 9244
6968, Fax: (61 9251 7083, and
Email: Michael.polonsky@deakin.
edu.au.

DO YOU HAVE
“IN THE NEWS”
ITEMS TO
REPORT?
Send your news to
Theresa Flaherty at
flahertb@jmu.edu
for inclusion.
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2008 AMS Annual Conference- Vancouver

Barry Babin recognizing Steve Brown and Peter Dacin for serving as Co-Chairs of the
2008 Vancouver conference.

Peter Dacin recognizing a number of the 2008 Conference Track Chairs.

Steve Brown presenting The Jane K. Fenyo Student Paper Award to Weiling Zhuang (Coauthor Qian Xiao).

Steve Brown presenting the Lamb, Hair and McDaniel Outstanding Marketing Teaching
Award to Andrea Dixon.

Steve Brown presenting the Lamb, Hair and McDaniel Outstanding Marketing
Teaching Award to Jakki Mohr.

Steven Brown presenting the Lamb, Hair, and McDaniel Outstanding Marketing Teaching
Award to Gary Kritz.

Babu John Mariadoss (winner of the Mary Kay Dissertation Competition) pictured with
Karin Braunsberger (co-chair with George Zinkhan of the competition) and Barry Babin.

John Ford, O. C. Ferrell, Linda Ferrell, Barry Babin, Greg Marshall, Chuck Lamb, and
Victoria Crittenden being recognized for their service as AMS officers.
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2008 AMS Annual Conference- Vancouver

The new Editor for the Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Tomas Hult.

Joe Hair, Chairman of the AMS Board of Governors.

Barry Babin and Joe Hair presenting the AMS Distinguished Marketer Award to Matthew
Mannelly.

Joe Hair, Chairman of the AMS Board of Governors, presenting the AMS/Cutco/Vector
Outstanding Marketing Educator Award to Christine Moorman.

Barry Babin and Michael Czinkota presenting the Harold Berkman Service Award to Josh
Samli

John Ford, O.C. Ferrell, Victoria Crittenden, Julie Baker, and Barry Babin ~ our newest
Distinguished Fellows.

Incoming AMS President, John Ford, presents the Presidential Gavel to Outgoing AMS
President, Barry Babin in recognition for his service to the Academy.

AMS Outgoing President, Barry Babin, at the Awards Banquet.
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2008 AMS Annual Conference- Vancouver

James Lumpkin and Brian Miller (our new Marketing Director for AMS).

Jean-Charles Chebat and John Ford at the Awards Banquet.

Bob and Diane Peterson at the President’s Reception.

Mitch Griffin telling another one of his famous stories at the President’s Reception.

Bodo Schlegelmilch and Victoria Crittenden at the AMS Reception.

Gregory Kivenzor and his wife at the President’s Reception.

AMS Immediate Past President, Chuck Lamb.

Dave Ortinau and Laurie Babin during a break between conference sessions.
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SCHOLARSHIP AND RESEARCH

CALL FOR PAPERS
2009 AMS World Marketing
Congress

Oslo, Norway
July 22-25, 2009
Submission Deadline: October 1, 2008
Conference Theme – “Marketing in
Transition: Scarcity, Globalism, and
Sustainability”
Conference Co-Chairs:
Victoria L. Crittenden, Boston College,
USA
Linda Ferrell, University of New
Mexico, USA
Goran Svensson, Oslo School of
Management—Campus Kristiania,
Norway
Businesses around the world are facing
a ‘changing playing field.’ We are
more aware than ever of the impact
of limited resources on all business
decisions, especially those related to
marketing strategy and implementation.
As markets become borderless, we have
an increasing responsibility to pursue
marketing management with a sensitivity
and concern for eco-responsibility and
developing sustainable business practices,
while maintaining excellence in all of
our marketing activities. Everything
we do in marketing will be affected by
scarcity, globalism, and sustainability.
This conference seeks to address these
issues and more to provide a forum for
discussing pertinent, emerging concerns in
marketing.
The venue of the conference is at the
Oslo School of Management – Campus
Kristiania, which is located in the heart
of Oslo. Within walking distance, one
can experience the beauty and serenity of
the great Scandinavian capital of Norway.
The city of Oslo offers both urban and
outdoor experiences. The conference
venue is by the main commercial street
and within walking distance to major
tourist attractions (e.g. the Royal castle,
the harbor area) and transport facilities
(e.g. airport, buses, trains and taxis). The
conference hotel is the Clarion Hotel
Royal Christiania.
To participate, submit competitive papers
(not abstracts) or special session proposals
electronically to the appropriate track
chair listed below. Important Note: It
is against AMS policy to submit the
same paper or special session proposal
to multiple tracks. We look forward to
seeing you and engaging in the lively
intellectual discussions and warm
fellowship that are trademarks of the
Academy of Marketing Science and the
World Marketing Congress.
Victoria L. Crittenden
North American Co-Chair
Department of Marketing
Boston College
140 Commonwealth Avenue
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 USA
Phone: 617.552.0430
E-mail: victoria.crittenden@bc.edu
Linda Ferrell
North American Co-Chair
Anderson School of Management
University of New Mexico
MSC 05-3090
Albuquerque, NM 87131 USA
Phone: 505.277.7056
Email: LFerrell@mgt.unm.edu

Göran Svensson
Conference Co-Chair
Oslo School of Management
PO Box 1195 Sentrum
0107 Oslo, NORWAY
E-mail: goran.svensson@hh.se
Program Tracks

Kishore Gopalakrishna Pillai
University of Leeds
Leeds University Business School
Department of Marketing
Leeds, UNITED KINGDOM
LS2 9JT
Phone: 44.113.3432636
E-mail: kgp@lubs.leeds.ac.uk

Business-to-Business Marketing
Jeff Tanner
Baylor University
Department of Marketing
Hankamer College of Business
HSB 208
One Bear Place #98007
Waco, TX  76798 USA
Phone: 254.710.3485
Fax: 254.710.1068
E-mail: Jeff_Tanner@baylor.edu

Environmental Issues in Marketing
Peggy Cunningham
Queen’s University
School of Business
Goodes Hall, Rm 206
Kingston, Ontario
K7L 3N6 CANADA
Phone: 613.533.2327
Fax: 613.533.2321
E-mail: pcunningham@business.queensu.
ca

Alexander Haas
University of Bern
Institute of Marketing and Management
Marketing Department
Engehaldenstrasse 4
CH-3012 Bern SWITZERLAND
Phone: 41.31.631.4541
Fax: 41.31.631.8032
E-mail: Alexander.Haas@imu.unibe.ch

Michael Jay Polonsky		
Victoria University
Sch of Hospitality, Tourism, & Mktg
PO Box 14428
Melbourne City, Vic 8001 AUSTRALIA
Phone: 6139.688.4625
Fax: 6139.688.4931
E-mail: michael.polonsky@vu.edu.au

Consumer Behavior
Curtis P. Haugtvedt
Ohio State University
Fisher College of Business
2100 Neil Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210 USA
Phone: 614.292.6228
E-mail: haugtvedt.1@osu.edu

Excellence in Marketing Education and
Innovative Teaching
Carol W. DeMoranville
Bryant University
Department of Marketing
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917 USA
Phone: 401.232.6554
Fax: 401.232.6435
E-mail: cdemoran@bryant.edu

Vincent Wayne Mitchell
City University
Cass Business School
106 Bunhill Row
London, EC14 8TZ, UNITED
KINGDOM
Phone: 44.20.7040.5108
Fax: 44.20.7040.8328
E-mail: v.mitchell@city.ac.uk

Mathew Joseph
Bill Greehey School of Business
St. Mary’s University
One Camino Santa Maria
San Antonio, Texas 78228
(251) 406-1456
josephmj1@yahoo.com

Electronic and Interactive Marketing
Tanuja Singh
Northern Illinois University
College of Business
Department of Marketing
DeKalb, IL 60115 USA
Phone: 815.753.7967
Fax: 815.753.6014
E-mail: tanuja@niu.edu
Wendy Wilhelm
Western Washington University
College of Business and Economics
Finance and Marketing Department
Parks Hall 415
Bellingham, WA 98225-9073 USA
Phone: 360.650.4816
E-mail: Wendy.Wilhelm@wwu.edu
John Thanopoulos
University of Piraeus
80, Karaoli & Dimitriou Street
Piraeus 18534, GREECE
Phone: 30210.4142256
Fax: 30210.4142339
E-mail: jt@unipi.gr
Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Fredric Kropp
Fisher Graduate School of International
Business
Monterey Institute of International Studies
460 Pierce Street
Monterey, CA 93940 USA
Phone: 831.647.6684
Fax: 831.647.6506
E-mail: fredric.kropp@miis.edu

Global Marketing
Brian Chabowski
The University of Tulsa
College of Business Admin.
301 Business Admin. Hall
800 S. Tucker Dr.
Tulsa, OK 74104 USA
Phone: 918.631.2953
Fax: 918.631.2083
E-mail: brian-chabowski@utulsa.edu
Tomas Hult
Michigan State University
The Eli Broad College of Business
East Lansing, MI 48824
Phone: 517-355-8377
E-mail: hult@msu.edu
Tore Mysen
Oslo School of Management
PO Box 1195 Sentrum
0107 Oslo, NORWAY
E-mail: Tore.Mysen@omh.no
Health Care Marketing
Stefan Lagrosen
University West
SE-461 86 Trollhättan
SWEDEN
Email: Stefan.Lagrosen@htu.se
Kenneth Miller
University of Technology, Sydney
School of Marketing
PO Box 123
Broadway, NSW 2007
AUSTRALIA
Phone: 6129514.3528
Fax: 6129514.3535
E-mail: ken.miller@uts.edu.au

Innovation and Creativity
Kenneth B. Kahn
Purdue University
Burton D. Morgan Center for
Entrepreneurship
1201 West State Street
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907-2057 USA
Phone: 765.496.3223
Fax: 765.494.9870
kbkahn@purdue.edu
Petra de Weerd-Nederhof
University of Twente
School of Management and Governance
PO Box 217
7500 AE Enschede
THE NETHERLANDS
Phone: 31.53.4893499
Fax: 31.53.4892159
E-mail: p.c.deweerd-nederhof@utwente.nl
Integrated Marketing Communications
Diana L. Haytko
Missouri State University
246 Glass Hall
901 S. National Avenue
Springfield, MO 65897 USA
Phone: 417.836.3034
Fax: 417.836.4466
E-mail: dianahaytko@missouristate.edu
Joël Bree
University of Rouen
Professeur á l’université de Caen
Titulaire de la chaire “consommation des
0-25 ans”
au groupe ESC Rouen
Normandy, FRANCE
Phone: 06.60.17.18.49
E-mail: Joel.Bree@groupe-esc-rouen.fr
Marketing Ethics, Corporate
Governance, and Leadership
William Locander
Jacksonville University
Davis College of Business, Suite 152
2800 University Blvd. N.
Jacksonville, FL 32211 USA
Phone: 904.256.7672
Fax: 904.256.7463
E-mail: wlocand@ju.edu
Bodo Schlegelmilch
Wirtschaftsuniversitaet Wien
International Marketing & Management
Augasse 2 – 6, 1090 Vienna
AUSTRIA
Phone: 43.1.31336.5103
Fax: 43.1.31336.793
E-mail: bodo.schlegelmilch@wu-wien.
ac.at
Marketing Research Methods
Joe Hair
Kennesaw State University
Department of Marketing
1069 Ector Chase
Kennesaw, GA 30152 USA
Phone: 678.797.9736
Fax: 678.797.9783
E-mail: jhair3@comcast.net
Richard Hanna
Northeastern University
College of Business Administration
Boston, MA USA 02115
E-mail: rchanna70@gmail.com
(effective 07/01/2008)
Marketing Strategy
William Cron
Texas Christian University
M. J. Neeley School of Business
TCU Box 298540
Fort Worth, TX 76129 USA
Phone: 817.257.7534
Fax: 817.257.6431
E-mail: b.cron@tcu.edu
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Artur Baldauf
University of Bern
Department of Management
Engehaldenstrasse 4
3012 Bern
SWITZERLAND
Phone: +41 (0)31 631 53 31
Fax: +41 (0)31 631 53 32
E-mail: baldauf@imu.unibe.ch

Selling and Sales Management
Tom Ingram
Colorado State University
110 Rockwell Hall
Fort Collins, CO 80523 USA
Phone: 970.491.3723
Fax: 970.491.5956
E-mail: tom.ingram@business.colostate.
edu

Neuroscientific and Anthropological
Methods
S. Adam Brasel
Department of Marketing
Boston College
140 Commonwealth Avenue
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 USA
Phone: 617.552.1952
Fax: 617.552.6677
E-mail: brasels@bc.edu

Derek N. Hassay
University of Calgary
Haskayne School of Business—Marketing
Area
2500 University Dr. N.W.
Calgary, AB CANADA T2N 1N4
Phone: 403.220.8471
Fax: 403.282.0095
E-mail: derek.hassay@haskayne.
ucalgary.ca

Martin Reimann
Stanford University
Psychology Department
420 Jordan Hall
Stanford, CA 94305 USA
Phone: 650.723.7431
Fax: 650.725.5699
E-mail: mreimann@stanford.edu

Services Marketing
Michael K. Brady
Florida State University
Department of Marketing
College of Business
Tallahassee, FL 32306 USA
Phone: 850.644.7853
E-mail: mbrady@cob.fsu.edu

Product and Pricing Strategies
Nicholas Nugent
Southern New Hampshire University
School of Business
2500 North River Road
Manchester, NH 03106 USA
Phone: 603.629.4630
Fax: 603.629.4632
E-mail: n.nugent@snhu.edu

Leyland Pitt
Simon Fraser University
Segal Graduate School of Business
500 Granville Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1W6 CANADA
Phone: 778.782.7712
Fax: 604.291.5122
E-mail: lpitt@sfu.ca

José I. Rojas-Méndez
Carleton University
Sprott School of Business
925 Dunton Tower
1125 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6 CANADA
Phone: 613.520.2600 ext. 8014
E-mail: jose_rojas@carleton.ca
Relationship Marketing
Kathleen Krentler
San Diego State University
College of Business Administration
Department of Marketing
San Diego, CA 92182 USA
Phone: 619.594.4762
Fax: 619.594.3272
E-mail: Kathleen.Krentler@sdsu.edu
Jacqueline Pels
Universidad Torcuato Di Tella
Saenz Valiente 1010
1428 ATG Burenos Aires
ARGENTINA
Phone: 54.11.5169.7319
E-mail: jpels@utdt.edu
Retailing
Deanne Brocato
Iowa State University
Department of Marketing
3256 Gerdin Business Building
Ames, IA 50011 USA
Phone: 515.294.9634
Fax: 515.294.2534
E-mail: brocato@iastate.edu
Chris Dubelaar		
Monash University
Department of Marketing
Faculty of Business and Economics
PO Box 197
Caulfield East
VIC 3145, AUSTRALIA
Phone: 61.3.9903.1580
Fax: 61.3.9903.1558
E-mail: Chris.Dubelaar@buseco.monash.
edu.au

Social Entrepreneurship and Nonprofit
Marketing
Charles S. Madden
Baylor University
One Bear Place #98007
Hankamer 203
Waco, TX 76798 USA
Phone: 254.710.3523
Fax: 254.710.1068
E-mail: Stan_Madden@baylor.edu
Gillian Sullivan Mort
Griffith Business School
Department of Marketing
Griffith University Nathan Campus
Room N50 2.35 Business Building 1
170 Kessels Road
NATHAN QLD 4111
AUSTRALIA
Phone: 617.373.57344
Fax: 617.373.57126
E-mail: gillian.mort@griffith.edu.au
Tourism
Arch G. Woodside
Boston College
Fulton 450
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 USA
Phone: 617.552.3069
Fax: 617.552.6677
E-mail: woodsiar@bc.edu
Drew Martin
University of Hawai’i at Hilo
College of Business and Economics
200 West Kawili Street
Hilo, Hawaii 96720-4091 USA
Phone: 808.974.7553
Fax: 808.974.7685
E-mail: drmartin@hawaii.edu
Wholesale Distribution and Supply
Chain Management
Bert Rosenbloom
LeBow College of Business
Drexel University
Philadelphia, PA 19104 USA
Phone: 215.895.6992
Fax: 215.859.6975
E-mail: rosenblb@drexel.edu

Jim Quinn
Trinity College
University of Dublin
School of Business
Dublin, IRELAND
Phone: 353.1.8961339
E-mail: james.quinn@tcd.ie

Proceedings Editor
Colin L. Campbell
Segal Graduate School of Business
Simon Fraser University
500 Granville St.
Vancouver BC V6C 1W6
CANADA
Phone: 604.721.4652
Fax: 778.782.5122
E-mail: colin_campbell@sfu.ca
Guidelines for Submitting Manuscripts
and Special Session Proposals
All manuscripts and special
session proposals are to be submitted by
e-mail as attached “word.doc” files to the
appropriate track chairs. To facilitate the
flow of papers, submissions originating in
the United States should be submitted to
one or both of the USA track co-chairs (if
not one, please submit to both non-USA
track co-chairs). Submissions originating
outside of the United States should submit
to one or both of the non-USA track cochairs (if not one, please submit to both
USA track co-chairs).
Manuscripts should follow the
Journal of the Academy of Marketing
Science style guidelines (found at http://
www.jams.org). Papers should not
exceed 20 double-spaced pages in
total length including all exhibits and
references. Be sure to include the title of
the paper, names and affiliations of each
author, and complete contact information
for the corresponding author (surface mail
address, e-mail address, fax, and phone
number) on the cover. Important note:
It is against AMS policy to submit the
same paper or special session proposal
to multiple tracks. Manuscripts will be
double blind reviewed. Please do not
identify authors in the paper beyond the
cover page.
Upon acceptance, the author
agrees to: (a) release the copyright to the
Academy of Marketing Science unless
choosing to publish only an abstract; (b)
return the manuscript in correct format in
a timely fashion to the Proceedings Editor;
and (c) have at least one author appear at
the conference to present the paper. The
page limit for published papers is five
single-spaced pages. Longer papers (up
to 10 pages) will be allowed at the rate
of US$50 per page or fraction thereof
over the limit of five pages. Authors
of accepted paper can choose to publish
a one-page abstract in the Proceedings.
Any accepted manuscripts not presented
at the conference will not be published
in the AMS Proceedings. It is ultimately
the author’s responsibility to see that
any paper accepted for publication is
provided to the Proceedings Editor and
appropriate track chair on time and in the
proper format. All manuscripts accepted
for publication must be submitted to the
Proceedings Editor electronically via
e-mail, formatted according to the 2009
WMC Proceedings style guidelines (which
will be supplied to you upon acceptance),
by the Proceedings deadline.
Special session/panel proposals
should be submitted by e-mail as attached
“word.doc” files to the appropriate track
chair. Proposals should contain a 100-

word bio of each speaker, a one-page
description of the session, and a one-page
description of each presentation. Special
session/panel proposals will be reviewed,
and those rated as highest quality and
most in keeping with the conference
theme will be accepted for presentation.

–––– , ––––
CALL FOR PAPERS
2009 AMS Annual Conference,
Marriott Baltimore Waterfront
Baltimore, MD, USA –
May 20 - 23, 2009
Submission Deadline:
November 14, 2008
Conference Theme –
“Marketing for a Better World”
Conference Co-Chairs: Michael R.
Czinkota and Ilkka A. Ronkainen
We are in the midst of what could be
described as a Golden Age for both
domestic and international marketing.
Governments all over the world are
embracing market liberalization in
an effort to improve their economic
competitiveness and their citizens’
quality of life. We are witnessing the
abolishment of state monopolies, the
privatization of state-owned companies,
the opening of national and regional
economies towards the world market, and
the ongoing introduction and enforcement
of regulations aimed at the protection
of competitive market conditions. As
an agent of change, marketing has
brought important benefits to nationstates, counties, firms, and individuals.
It has served as a catalyst for social
transformation and lifted entire regions
out of poverty. The purpose of this
conference is to define new key areas
of exploration in the field and to further
existing research. Consistent with a global
approach to input, we seek substantial
international involvement, in hopes of
enriching the discipline through the
viewpoint of scholars and practitioners
around the world.
The 2009 conference will be held at
the Marriott Baltimore Waterfront,
a wonderful hotel in an outstanding
location. For information on the many
attractions that Baltimore has to offer,
you can consult the Baltimore Bureau of
Tourism at http://www.baltimore.org.
To participate, submit competitive papers
(not abstracts) or special session proposals
electronically to the appropriate track
chair listed below. Important Note:
It is against AMS policy to submit
the same paper or special session
proposal to multiple tracks. We look
forward to seeing you and engaging in
lively intellectual discussion and warm
fellowship that are trademarks of the
Academy of Marketing Science.
Michael R. Czinkota
Conference Co-Chair
McDonough School of Business
Georgetown University
Washington, D.C. 20057
Phone: (202) 687-4204
E-mail: czinkotm@georgetown.edu
Ilkka A. Ronkainen
Conference Co-Chair
McDonough School of Business
Georgetown University
Washington, D.C. 20057
Phone: (202) 687-3788
E-mail: ronkaii@georgetown.edu
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Program Tracks

Africa: Unlocking Corporate and
Customer Value
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that contribute to
a better understanding of the African
business context through both theoretical
and empirical perspectives. In order to
successfully utilize the opportunities
offered by the vast and resource-rich
continent of Africa, entrepreneurs
must adapt their traditional strategies
to reflect the unique circumstances of
African markets. Topics include, but
are not limited to, cultural influences in
African markets, relationship marketing
and customer relationship applications,
better understanding African markets,
consumer behavior, strategic management,
and leadership. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
Christo Boshoff
University of Stellenbosch		
P/Sak X1 Matieland 7602		
South Africa			
Phone: +27 21 808 2735		
E-mail: cboschoff@sun.ac.za		
Adele Berndt
University of Johannesburg
Department of Marketing Management
Posbus 524
Auckland Park 2006
South Africa
Phone: +27 11 559 2455
E-mail: aberndt@uj.ac.za
Branding and Brand Management
This track invites papers and special
session proposals addressing a wide
selection of brand and branding
management issues. Conceptual and
empirical papers are welcome. Topics
include, but are not limited to, brand
architecture and orientation, brand
equity, brand portfolio management,
line management accountability, brand
strategy, brand management issues in
foreign versus local markets, patent
and intellectual property management
in global marketing, brand ethics, cross
functional collaboration and the branding
process, internal branding, brand value
reporting, and the implications for
business. Papers that develop new theory
and issues with regard to global brand
management are especially welcome.
Submit manuscripts and special session
proposals by e-mail attachment no later
than November 14, 2008 to:
Stephanie Slater			
Cardiff Business School		
Cardiff University 			
Aberconway Building
Colum Drive
Cardif CF10 3EU
Wales, UK			
Phone: +44 (0) 29 2087 6949		
Email: SlaterS@cf.ac.uk		
Business-to-Business Marketing
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that focus on all aspects
of business-to-business marketing,
relationship marketing, and organizational
buying behavior. Both conceptual and
empirical research papers are welcome,
especially those that focus on the current
and future challenges facing business
marketers both domestically and globally
and on the role of relationship marketing
in exchange performance. Topics include,
but are not limited to, CRM strategies;
relationship development, execution, and
termination; creating and delivering value;
emerging technologies; sole sourcing;

and outsourcing. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
H.–P. Sonnenborn
Institut fur Markt- und Produktstrategien
Ossecker Strase 174
D – 95030 Hof
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 92 81/705951
E-mail: hps@institut-mp.de

Channel Activities and Processes
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that focus on a broad
range of issues in channels. Topics
include, but are not limited to, multichannel marketing strategies, integration
of conventional and online channels;
creating optimum channel mixes;
enhancing channel productivity; global
channel systems; marketing channels for
services, retail, wholesale, and franchise
channels; dealing with channel conflict;
channel strategy and the creation of
sustainable competitive advantage; using
channel management to foster superior
customer experiences; logistics and supply
chain issues in channels; and providing
channel leadership. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
Bert Rosenbloom
LeBow College of Business
Drexel University
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Phone: (215) 895-6992
E-mail: rosenblb@drexel.edu
Consumer Behavior
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that focus on purchasing
and/or consumption by end-users.
Topics include, but are not limited to,
affect, mood, and emotion; explicit
and implicit attitudes; social identity;
self-concept and self-presentation;
attachment, commitment, trust, and
loyalty; consumer-marketer relationships;
motivation, goals, and regulatory focus;
conscious and deliberative information
processing and reasoning; unconscious,
automatic, and intuitive information
processing; consumption and culture;
consumer decision-making; organizational
buying; technology and consumption;
consumption value; post-consumption
reactions and appraisals; measuring
consumption outcomes; and design and
aesthetic issues. Papers with cross-cultural
elements are especially encouraged.
Submit manuscripts and special session
proposals by e-mail attachment no later
than November 14, 2008 to:
Claudiu Dimofte			
McDonough School of Business		
Georgetown University		
Washington, D.C. 20057		
Phone: (202) 687-6977		
E-mail: Cvd4@georgetown.edu
Arnd Florack
Zeppelin University
Am Seemooser Horn 20
D-88045 Friedrichshafen
Germany
Tel: 49-7541-6009 1371
E-mail: arnd.florack@zeppelin-university.
de
Corporate Culture, Governance,
Responsibility, and Ethics
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that deal with topics
related to corporate culture, corporate
governance, social responsibility, and
ethics. Conceptual as well as empirical
papers are welcome. Innovative and

forward-looking research projects are
especially encouraged. Topics include,
but are not limited to, drivers and impacts
of corporate culture, enforcement of
corporate culture in diverse national
cultural environments, corporate social
responsibility and organizational
performance, corporate reputation,
governance issues and their stakeholder
implications, relevance of governance
and social responsibility in emerging
markets, cross-cultural issues of corporate
governance and social responsibility,
cultural issues of corporate citizenship
behavior, the role of perceived ethical
behavior on consumer affect or cognition,
and CSR and branding strategies. Submit
manuscripts and special session proposals
by e-mail attachment no later than
November 14, 2008 to:
Margit Enke
Department of Marketing
Freiberg University of Technology
D-09599 Freiberg, Germany
Phone: +49 (3731) 39-2004
E-mail: enke@bwl.tu-freiberg.de
Anja Geigenmueller
Department of Marketing
Freiberg University of Technology
D-09599 Freiberg, Germany
Phone: +49 (3731) 39-3552
E-mail: anja.geigenmueller@bwl.tufreiberg.de
Education Outreach, Teaching, and
Learning
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that deal with methods
and approaches to marketing education
practiced throughout the world and
new paradigms that focus on superior
value delivery in teaching. Topics
include, but are not limited to, novel
approaches to teaching, facilitated by
technological advancements; interactions
and practice; interactions with colleagues
internationally; bridging teaching and
research; and educational outreach.
Submit manuscripts and special session
proposals by e-mail attachment no later
than November 14, 2008 to:
Attila Yaprak
School of Business Administration
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48202
Phone: (313) 577-4842
E-mail: Attila.yaprak@wayne.edu

marketing theory and practice. Topics
include, but are not limited to, lifestyle
marketing, ethnic marketing, marketing
of new luxuries, marketing of nations,
the changing role of the Chief Marketing
Officer, modern communications, and
ineffective marketing. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
Josh Samli			
University of North Florida
4567 St. John’s Bluff Rd. S.
Jacksonville, FL 32216
Phone: (904) 284-8354		
E-mail: jsamli@unf.edu		
Freedom, Economic Restructuring, and
Quality of Life
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that address the
role of marketing as a key driver
of social attitudes towards freedom
under conditions of global economic
restructuring. It is concerned with
marketing externalities that affect,
positively or negatively, views of
marketing, individual freedom, and the
free market process. Topics include,
but are not limited to, aspects of social
marketing, perceptions of free choice,
interdependent preferences, coercive
exchange, asymmetric market power,
cross-cultural values and attitudes
towards freedom, the interface between
public policy and marketing, and the
general responsibilities of marketing
under today’s conditions of simultaneous
rapid economic development and deindustrialization. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
Jim Slater
Birmingham Business School
University House
The University of Birmingham
Birmingham
B15 2TT
UK
Tel.: 44 121 414 6703
E-mail: j.r.slater@bham.ac.uk		

Green Marketing and Sustainability
This track invites papers that focus on
social issues in marketing. Topics include,
but are not limited to, issues dealing
with consumer well-being, the effects of
marketing on the environment, and how
to establish marketing programs that can
enhance the well-being of consumers
while preserving the well-being of other
stakeholders such as the environment,
the local community, employees, and
the general public. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
M. Joseph Sirgy			
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University
Pamplin College of Business
2025 Pamplin Hall
Blacksburg, VA 24061-0236
Phone: (540) 231-5110		
E-mail: sirgy@vt.edu			

Global and Cross-Cultural Marketing
This track invites papers and special
session proposals on a broad range
of international marketing issues.
Topics include, but are not limited
to, globalization, global branding,
challenges facing multinational firms,
internationalization and market selection,
cross-cultural validation, international
marketing strategies, cross-cultural
customer segmentation practices,
standardization/adaptation of the
marketing mix across national markets,
the effect of cultural values on marketing
and vice-versa, import and export,
international joint ventures and alliances,
product-country image and country
of origin effects, and the creation and
adoption of innovation around the world.
Submit manuscripts and special session
proposals by e-mail attachment no later
than November 14, 2008 to:
Konstantinos Katsikeas
University of Leeds
Keyworth Building – Marketing
Department
Leeds LS2 9JT, UK
Tel: (44113) 343-7018
E-mail: buscsk@leeds.uk

Expanding Marketing Outreach
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that address newly
emerging or long-ignored aspects of
marketing. This includes areas need to
be explored and cultivated by modern

Marketing and Global Risk
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that focus on various
types of risks that confront firms
doing both domestic and international
marketing. Topics include, but are not
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limited to, the effect of terrorism on
marketing, global uncertainty, risks
in international marketing operations,
threats to global supply chains, activism
that targets specific products and
brands, security threats in Internet-based
marketing (including cyber terrorism),
political risk, marketing and natural
hazards, regulatory and compliance risk,
shifting demographics, marketing in risky
environments, risk in the new global
security environment, responsibilities
of multinational firms in failed states
or states with undeveloped regulatory
environments, risk assessment or risk
management in marketing, and recovery
marketing. Submit manuscripts and
special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
Gary Knight			
Florida State University		
College of Business
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110
E-mail: gknight@cob.fsu.edu		
Douglas Johansen
Florida State University
Department of Marketing
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110
Phone: (850) 644-3869
E-mail: dlj06@fsu.edu

Marketing Research and Metrics
This track seeks papers and special
session proposals that develop and
apply methodologies to substantive
marketing issues. Topics include, but
are not limited to, qualitative and
quantitative research issues, data analysis
techniques, measurement, sampling,
and graphical presentation of research
findings. Simulation studies that help
modify (or establish) rules of thumb for
research decisions, expository papers on
marketing applications of novel statistical
methods, and other work that challenges
conventional practices are especially
welcome. Papers that are evaluated as
outstanding will be considered for the
William R. Darden Award for the Best
Research Methodology Paper. Submit
manuscripts and special session proposals
by e-mail attachment no later than
November 14, 2008 to:
Manfred Schwaiger
Manfred Schwaiger
Munich School of Management
Institute for Market-based Management
(IMM) at Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversity Munich
Kaulbachstr. 45
D-80539 Munich
Phone: +49 (89) 2180-5640
E-mail: schwaiger@lmu.de

marketing performance metrics, strategies
to stimulate customer’s attention
(such as managing and marketing the
strategic value of corporate identity
and reputation), learning from and with
the customer, connecting corporate
social responsibility and marketing
strategy, the intersection of marketing
and knowledge-based activities (such
as marketing strategy and knowledge
management, marketing strategy and
technology, innovative ways to utilize
new marketing channels, and important
future issues facing marketing managers.
Submit manuscripts and special session
proposals by e-mail attachment no later
than November 14, 2008 to:
Stefan Guldenberg
Institut fur Entrepreneurship
Hochschule Liechtenstein
Furst-Franz-Josef-Strasse		
9490 Vaduz			
Liechtenstein			
Phone : +423 265 12 80
E-mail: stefan.gueldenberg@hochschule.li

Tina Ambos
Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien,
International Marketing und Management
Augasse 2-6, A-1090 Vienna/Austria
Tel.: ++43-1-31336-4403
E-mail: tina.ambos@wu-wien.ac.at
				
Product Development
This track invites papers and special
session proposals addressing the broad
array of product issues in contemporary
marketing. Topics, but are not limited
to, product management, new product
development and launch management,
product design, product and service
pricing, patent and intellectual property
management, knowledge and intelligence
management, innovation and technology
management, adoption of new products
and technologies, alliances and
outsourcing, cross-functional teams,
consumer and firm innovativeness,
entrepreneurship, and creativity.
Conceptual and empirical work using
rigorous methodologies and theoretical
perspectives are welcome. Papers using
novel qualitative, quantitative, or hybrid
methodologies and communications
are especially encouraged. Submit
manuscripts and special session proposals
by e-mail attachment no later than
November 14, 2008 to:
Jeffrey B. Schmidt
University of Oklahoma
Michael F. Price College of Business
307 W. Brooks, Suite 1G
Norman, OK 73019-0450
Phone: (405) 325-5915
E-mail: jbs@ou.edu

Marko Sarstedt
Munich School of Management
Institute for Market-based Management
(IMM)
Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich
Kaulbachstr. 45
D-80539 Munich
Phone: +49 (89) 2180-5634
E-mail: sarstedt@bwl.lmu.de

Regina McNally
Michigan State University
Department of Supply Chain
Management
N305 N Business Complex
East Lansing, MI 48824-1122
Phone: (517) 432-6378
E-mail: mcnallyr@msu.edu

Marketing Strategy
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that focus on a wide
range of marketing management and
strategy topics, particularly the key
challenges of an increasing attentionand knowledge-based economy. Topics
include, but are not limited to, strategic
and organizational challenges of the
marketing function (such as marketing’s
influence within the firm), managing
knowledge of markets and customers,
intellectual capital management and

Promotion and Communication
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that focus on each
of the key elements of the integrated
marketing communication process.
Topics include, but are not limited to,
advertising, sales promotion, direct
marketing, public relations and publicity,
sponsorship, packaging, and related
areas. Manuscripts covering online
promotion and Web-based advertising
are particularly encouraged. Submit
manuscripts and special session proposals

by e-mail attachment no later than
November 14, 2008 to:
Christopher Joiner
School of Management
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030
Phone: (703) 993-4235
E-mail: cjoiner@gmu.edu

Selling and Sales Management
This track invites papers and special
session proposals on a broad range of
topics related to personal selling, sales
management, and customer relationship
management (CRM). Topics include,
but are not limited to, creation and
delivery of value to customers by the
sales force, CRM technologies as an
aid to the sales function, value of the
sales leader, sales management metrics,
key account management, knowledgebased selling, sales force strategy,
performance assessment, managing crossfunctional selling teams, relationship
selling, emotional intelligence issues
in selling, the impact of technology on
compensation and other performance
management issues, sales forecasting
models/methods, and managing highperformance sales teams. Top-rated
papers in this track will have the
opportunity to revise for publication
in the Journal of Personal Selling &
Sales Management. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
Penny M. Simpson
University of Texas -Pan American
1201 West University Drive
Edinburg, TX 78539-2999		
Phone: (956) 381-2829		
E-mail: pmsimpson@utpa.edu		
John Cadogan
Loughborough University
Business School
Leicestershire, LE11 3TU, UK
Phone : (44150) 922-8846
E-mail: j.w.cadogan@lboro.ac.uk
Service Marketing and Retailing
This track invites papers and special
session proposals covering a wide
spectrum of service marketing and
management issues, as well as issues in
retailing. Topics of interest include, but
are not limited to, the role of technology
in service settings, e-services, customer
loyalty and financial accountability of
service initiatives, service recovery
and guarantees, pricing of services and
revenue management, customer and
employee interactions, service employee
performance, and human resource
issues in service. Papers that develop
new or expanded theory or that address
novel research questions and issues are
especially sought. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
K. Douglas Hoffman
Colorado States University
College of Business
1201 Campus Delivery
Fort Collins, CO 80523-1201
Phone: (970) 491-2791
E-mail: Doug.Hoffman@ColoState.edu
Peggy Chaudhry
Villanova School of Business
2039 Bartley Hall
Villanova, PA 19085
Phone: (610) 519-6442		
E-mail: peggy.chaudhry@villanova.edu

Small Countries, Small Firms, Meet
Global Marketing
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that focus on the
external and internal factors that support
or hinder the global marketing success
of small companies, especially those
from small countries, as well as their
future role in sustainable development for
the future global economy and society.
Topics include, but are not limited to,
entrepreneurial innovation and new
product development, regional and global
economic integration, niche marketing,
national and global macro environments,
global supply chains, internal and
external determinants for success,
limited resources, internal strategic and
operational capabilities, financing global
growth, market entry strategies, strategic
alliances, knowledge management,
market selection approaches, sustainable
development, born global, and local/
regional branding. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
H. Ruediger Kaufmann		
University of Nicosia
School of Business
46 Makedonitissas Avenue, PO Box
24005
1700 Nicosia
Cyprus
Phone: 0035722841643		
E-mail: Kaufmann.r@intercollege.ac.cy
B. J. Punnett
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill
Dept. of Management Studies
Cave Hill, Barbados
West Indies
E-mail: eureka@caribsurf.com
Supply Chain Management and
Logistics
This track invites papers and special
session proposals that address topics
related to supply chain management.
Conceptual and empirical papers are
welcome. Topics include, but are not
limited to, the sustainability of supply
chain management in an era of climate
change and global warming, value
creation beyond judicial boundaries,
ethical concerns in supply chain
management, global supply chains, and
supply chain networks over time and
across cultures. Submit manuscripts
and special session proposals by e-mail
attachment no later than November 14,
2008 to:
Göran Svensson
Oslo School of Management
P.O. Box 1195 Sentrum		
0107 Oslo, Norway
Phone: +46 705 22 77 10		
E-mail: goran.svensson@hh.se		
Proceedings Editor
Leroy Robinson Jr.
University of Houston – Clear Lake
School of Business
2700 Bay Area Boulevard
Houston, TX 77058
Phone: (281) 283-3209
E-mail: robinsonjr@uhcl.edu
Guidelines for Submitting Manuscripts
and Special Session Proposals
All manuscripts and special
session proposals are to be submitted by
e-mail as attached “word.doc” files to
the appropriate track chair. Manuscripts
should follow the Journal of the
Academy of Marketing Science style
guidelines (found at http://www.jams.
org). Papers should not exceed 20 pages
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in total length including all exhibits
and references. On the cover, be sure to
include the title of the paper, names and
affiliations of each author and complete
contact information for the corresponding
author (surface mail address, e-mail
address, fax, and phone number).
Important note: It is against AMS policy
to submit the same paper or special
session proposal to multiple tracks.
Manuscripts will be double blind
reviewed. Please do not identify authors
in the paper beyond the cover page. All
authors of papers must be members
in good standing of the Academy
of Marketing Science at the time of
the conference. Upon acceptance,
the author(s) agree to: (a) release the
copyright to the Academy of Marketing
Science unless they choose to publish
only an abstract; (b) return the manuscript
in correct format in a timely fashion
to the Proceedings Editor; and (c)
have at least one author appear at the
conference to present the paper. Any
accepted manuscripts not presented at the
conference will not be published in the
AMS Proceedings.
It is ultimately the authors’
responsibility to see that any paper
accepted for publication is provided to the
Proceedings Editor and your track chair
on time and in the proper format. If you
have not received an official confirmation
that an accepted paper is in production
by April 1, 2009, you should contact
the proceedings editor immediately. All
manuscripts accepted for publication
must be submitted to the Proceedings
Editor electronically via e-mail, formatted
according to the 2009 AMS Proceedings
style guidelines (which will be supplied
to you upon acceptance), maintaining the
5-page limit for camera manuscripts. Each
additional page is charged at $50.
Special session/panel proposals
should be submitted by e-mail as
attached “word.doc” files to the
appropriate track chair. They should
contain a 100-word bio of each
speaker, a one-page description of the
session, and a one-page description
of each presentation. Special session/
panel proposals will be reviewed,
and those rated as highest quality
and most in keeping with the
conference theme will be accepted for
presentation.
Summary of AMS Awards:
• Jane K. Fenyo Student Paper
Competition – all student papers are
eligible.
• M.Wayne Delozier Best Conference
Paper – all papers are eligible.
• Stanley C. Hollander Best Retailing
Paper Competition – all services and
retailing papers are eligible.
• William R. Darden Award - Best
Research Methodology Paper – papers
from any track that demonstrate
outstanding research methods are eligible.
• AMS Outstanding Marketing Teacher
Awards Competition Sponsored by
Cengage/Lamb-Hair-McDaniel.
• Mary Kay Doctoral Dissertation
Award.
• Outstanding Selling and Sales
Management Papers – invited for further
review at JPSSM.

–––– , ––––

CALL FOR PAPERS

Journal of Retailing Special
Issue: Franchising and Retailing
Rajiv P. Dant, University of Oklahoma
Marko Grünhagen, Eastern Illinois
University
Josef Windsperger, University of Vienna
Special Issue Co-Editors
Franchising is the world’s fastest
growing form of retailing. The Journal of
Retailing is proud to announce a Special
Issue focused on the broad-based theme
of franchising in retail settings. In this
issue, we hope to feature multidisciplinary
franchising research so long as the authors
can relate the manuscript to the context of
retailing. Manuscripts that significantly
advance the boundaries of our current
knowledge of franchising, in both singlecountry and multi-cultural settings, are
equally encouraged. The Special Issue
is seeking submissions that provide new
insights into franchising as a vehicle to
deliver value to all retail aspects of a
franchise system in the broader sense,
such as retail customers, franchisees,
or the broader franchisee-franchisor
relationship. Topics for this Special Issue
could include (but are not limited to):
•
Examination of relationships
critical to the retailer-franchisee beyond
the common fast-food setting
•
The role of franchising in
shattering the glass ceilings for women
and minorities
•
Plural forms theory of
franchising
•
Cross cultural examination of the
ownership redirection thesis
•
Consumer research perspectives
on franchise service delivery
•
Incorporating personality
variables into traditionally B2B oriented
franchising research
•
Reexamination of franchising
research topics using longitudinal data
•
Investigation of consolidation
pressures and downsizing effects in
franchise systems
•
Integration and synthesis of
traditional franchise theories in retail
settings
•
Cross cultural examination of
theoretical frameworks commonly used in
explaining the franchising phenomenon in
the North American context (e.g., agency
theory, resource dependence theory,
signaling theory, transaction cost analysis,
property rights theory, etc.)
•
Cross country examination of the
legal aspects of franchising and its impact
on the evolution of franchising
•
Research into the evolution
and outcomes of franchise contracts and
their impact on the governance of retail
franchise systems
Papers should be submitted to the Journal
of Retailing by September 30, 2009, with
a cover letter indicating that the paper is
intended for the Special Issue. See http://
ees.elsevier.com/retail/ for details of
submission guidelines. However, submit
the manuscript to the co-editors via email.
Do not use the electronic submission
process of the Journal.
Special Issue Co-Editors:
Rajiv P. Dant, University of Oklahoma,
University of Oklahoma, Price College of
Business, 307 West Brooks, Norman, OK
73019 U.S.A., +1-405-325-4675, Email :
rdant@ou.edu.

Marko Grünhagen, Eastern Illinois
University, Eastern Illinois University,
Lumpkin College of Business & Applied
Sciences, 4012 Lumpkin Hall, Charleston,
IL 61920, U.S.A., +1-217-581-6906,
Email : mgrunhagen@eiu.edu.

Josef Windsperger, University of Vienna,
Center for Business Studies, Bruenner Str.
72, 1210 Vienna, AUSTRIA, +431-427738180, josef.windsperger@univie.ac.at.

–––– , ––––
CALL FOR PAPERS
International Journal of Electronic
Marketing and Retailing (IJEMR)
Website: www.inderscience.com
ISSN (Online): 1741-1033 ISSN
(Print): 1741-1025
Special Issue on: ‘Evolving the
e-marketing mindset towards the Social
Web Model’
Guest Editors:
Prof. Dr. Francisco J. Martínez-López
University of Granada, Spain
Prof. Dr. Inma Rodríguez-Ardura
Open University of Catalonia, Spain
From the very beginnings of the Web,
voices from many different backgrounds
warned about the potential of this
revolutionary public communication
infrastructure for fostering individualistic
behaviour in people. Somehow, this
reasoning looked on the Internet, and the
Web in particular, as a “place” where each
individual could get into a process that
isolated him/her from their physical context
of reference. This fact was even said to
lead, when considered from a worldwide
perspective, to autistic societies.
Just one decade later, the net social
benefits of the Web are unquestionable,
as is its social dimension. The continuous
advances in new Internet tools and
applications have metamorphosed the
Web communication model tremendously
in the past years. Basically, the Internet
has evolved from being a space for
organizations to publish information, with
little opportunity for users to take their
own communicational initiatives, towards
a collaborative platform where every
user becomes a potential publisher. Such
a platform is articulated in diverse new
concepts and a growing number of services
like the e-communities, social networks,
blogs, wikis, podcasting, videocasting,
and so on. With this new scenario, there
is an obvious transference of power and
informational control from the online
organizations, those mainly responsible for
editing contents in the past Web model, to
the massive population of Internet users.
Doubtless, the Web is nowadays more
democratic than ever.
Taking a commercial perspective, this
implies talking about an evolution from
the classic transactional Web-based model
to what has recently been called the social
Web model. This kind of Web is obviously
much more difficult for companies to
control. Nowadays, the companies’ sites
are just one of the thousands of web sites
where current or potential customers
can find information about their offers.
So, there are more and more sources of
information about the companies’ offers,
which they cannot control. This strategic
issue needs to be managed, if one takes into

account that people are increasingly more
involved, in general, with a Web-based
model of social interaction. Consequently,
visiting these places becomes more
and more common for customers when
developing their consumption processes,
as they rely more on information about the
brands’ evaluations posted there by other
users. Therefore, just as being online was
not enough a couple of years ago for a
company to be successful on the Internet,
the present Web model requires more than
just creating an online brand community.
In fact, this marketing decision could
probably be, except in certain cases, of
little interest to the firm’s customers of
today. Indeed, considerable thought on how
current e-marketing mindsets, applications
and tools should evolve in order to suitably
manage this new Web model is more than
necessary.
With this special issue, IJEMR hopes
to encourage the submission of highquality theoretical and empirical papers
which analyze this research topic.
Subject Coverage
Topics of interest include, but are not
limited to:
• Conversational marketing
• Crowdsourcing marketing
• Social network marketing
• E-communities
• Podcasting and videocasting marketing
strategies
• Blog marketing
• Search engine marketing
• Viral marketing

Notes for Intending Authors
Submitted papers should not have been
previously published nor be currently under
consideration for publication elsewhere.
All papers are refereed through a peer
review process. A guide for authors, sample
copies and other relevant information for
submitting papers are available on the
Author Guidelines page.
Important Dates
Full paper submission: No later than 1st
October, 2008
Notification of acceptance: No later than
31st January, 2009
Final version of paper due: 1st April, 2009
Editors and Notes
Authors should send one copy in the form
of a MS Word file attached to an e-mail
(please see details in Author Guidelines)
to the following:
Prof. Dr. Francisco J. Martínez-López
(Corresponding Guest Editor)
Marketing Department
University of Granada
Granada
Spain
Fax: +34 958 240 695
E-mail:
fjmlopez@ugr.es
with copy to:
IEL Editorial Office
E-mail:
ijtm@inderscience.com
For more information, please go to the
following web links:
http://www.inderscience.com/callPapers.
php
http://www.inderscience.com/ijemr
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based actors (companies, nongovernmental organizations, etc.) in
the development, implementation,
and promotion of CSR

JOURNAL OF BUSINESS ETHICS

Call for Papers
Special Issue on Corporate Social
Responsibility in Latin America

•

The Journal of Business Ethics announces
the call for papers for a special issue on
corporate social responsibility (CSR)
in Latin America. The deadline for
submission is January 31, 2009.

The role of employees in the success
of CSR programs, for example
top management and front-line
employees

•

CSR as a key factor for increasing
performance outcomes; the value
added by CSR (to the company,
to the consumer, and to the wider
community)

•

Best practices of CSR; lessons from
case studies of companies’ CSR
programs; lessons from companies
that have succeed with CSR and from
companies that have failed

•

Benchmarking CSR practices in Latin
America

•

Critical approaches to develop and
assess the impact of CSR

Purpose of the special issue
In the United States of America, CSR
ranks high on the agenda. But what about
CSR in Latin American countries? To
date, there is limited evidence reported
in literature on CSR in this part of world.
There also are differences in interpretation
about the meaning of CSR between the
English-speaking part of the world and
other parts of the world. This may partly
be explained by the fact that changes
such as information technology, forces
of globalization, increased competition,
demanding customers, etc. are likely not
to have the same influence on CSR in all
contexts.
This special issue examines CSR in Latin
America, a region where governments
are being characterized as less involved
in creating or enforcing social, legal,
ethical, and discretionary obligations for
companies compared to governments
in other parts of the world. Such more
limited degree of involvement means that
we experience a variety of other actors
(local, community, and multinational)
that are engaged in initiatives to fulfill
societal needs some of which can be
deemed as having a ‘CSR’ flavor or
orientation. Appropriate CSR initiatives
could be conditioned and influenced by
historical, social, cultural, and others
factors. Previous frameworks describing
how to design and implement CSR might
not work in Latin America because
these have been developed in another
context or because they fail to incorporate
collaboration and cooperation with
particular societal partners.
This special issue seeks to address these
gaps in literature and bring new ways of
achieving with CSR. Specific topics in
relation to implementation of CSR may
include, but are not limited to:
•

CSR in Latin America: a historical
overview

•

Theoretical frameworks of designing,
implementing, and controlling CSR
programs

•

Core CSR concepts and key
relationships and influences on CSR
practices

•

Core CSR concepts and their
measurement equivalence and
applicability across Latin American
countries and U.S. / European
countries

•

Managing CSR in a Latin context;
managing CSR across different
cultural contexts

•

CSR through networks / communities
/ multinationals / grassroots
movements, and their relations to
businesses.

•

CSR in different industries

•

The roles and motivations of foreign-

Preference will be given to empirical
papers (both qualitative and quantitative)
although theoretical papers that offer
comprehensive frameworks of CSR in a
Latin American context are also welcome.
As the Journal of Business Ethics
appeals to both an academic and business
audience, all submissions should include
implications for practitioners.
Processes for the submission of papers
Papers submitted must not have been
published, accepted for publication, or
presently be under consideration for
publication elsewhere. Submissions
should be about 6,000 words in length.
Copies should be submitted via email
Word attachment (in one file including all
figures and tables) to both guest editors.
To be eligible for review the paper must
be set up according to the journal’s
guidelines. For example, the first page
must contain the paper’s title, as well as
full contact information for the authors.
For additional guidelines, please see the
“Notes for Contributors” from a recent
issue of the Journal of Business Ethics, or
see the home page at
http://www.springer.com/east/
home?SGWID=5-102-70-35739432detailsPage=journal|description.
The papers must employ standard English.
Suitable papers will be subjected to a
double-blind review; hence authors should
not identify themselves in the body of the
paper.
Please address questions to both guest
editors:
Adam Lindgreen
Department of Marketing and Business
Strategy
Hull University Business School
Cottingham Road
Hull HU6 7RX
The UK
E-mail: a.lindgreen@hull.ac.uk
José-Rodrigo Córdoba-Pachón
School of Management
The Royal Holloway
University of London (from September
2008 onwards)
Email: r_cordoba@hotmail.com

–––– , ––––

CALL FOR PAPERS

The 2009 La Londe Conference on
Marketing Communications
and Consumer Behavior
La Londe les Maures (French Riviera),
June 2-5, 2009
The Aix-en-Provence Graduate School of
Management is happy to announce the
36th edition of the La Londe Conference.
The theme of the 2009 La Londe
conference is Marketing Communications
and Consumer Behavior. Topics of
interest are all theoretical or empirical
research providing insight for improving
the understanding of consumer
behavior or management of marketing
communications.
Chairpersons:
Chris A. Janiszewski, University of
Florida, USA
Stijn M. J. van Osselaer, RSM Erasmus
University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Keynote Speaker:
Tanya L. Chartrand, Fuqua School of
Business, Duke University, USA
Conference Coordinators:
Dwight Merunka and Virginie De Barnier,
Aix Graduate School of Management,
Paul Cézanne University in Aix-enProvence, France
Important Dates: Deadline for
submission of papers: January 9, 2009
Notification of acceptance: February 28,
2009
An important outcome of the conference
is a special issue of the Journal of
Business Research.
For further information regarding the
conference, please visit our website at:
http://www.lalondeconference.org
If you have any questions, please contact
the administrative officer Rosemary
Calazel or the coordinators Dwight
Merunka and Virginie De Barnier at
lalonde@iae-aix.com.

–––– , ––––
CALL FOR PAPERS

Marketing Review St. Gallen

Marketing Review St.Gallen (formerly
Thexis) is a marketing journal which is
published by the Institute of Marketing
and Retailing at the University of
St.Gallen. Aimed at encouraging
interaction of theory and practice in the
marketing field, the journal has for over
22 years strived to link up the learning
processes of executives and academics
to promote marketing based on reality.
As a single-topic magazine Marketing
Review St.Gallen focuses on one key
subject in each issue. Each issue pursues
the objective of being a unique, useroriented publication with the St.Gallen
hallmark that makes itself indispensable to
interested executives and academics. The
editors of Marketing Review St.Gallen
are inviting anybody with an interest to
submit articles in German or English on
the key topics for 2009. You can choose
from the following options:
• Theoretical/conceptional or practiceoriented article
• List of theses quoting brief examples to
underlay them
• Systematic article with integrated
examples from practice
• Concrete and critical report based on
experience in implementation
• Brief case study (maximum two pages)
Please send a one-page abstract
(A4) to christian.belz@unisg.ch

and marketingreview@unisg.ch by
September 4, 2008 at the latest. The final
deadline for submitting your article in full
is December 4, 2008. This issue will be
published on June 12, 2009.
MRSG 1.2009: Marketing goes viral
Viral marketing enables companies to take
advantage of snowball effects in order
to reach a high number of consumers.
Consequently, the interactions among
consumers lead to a rapid spread of
contents and messages. Yet, companies
have only a limited influence on viral
effects during the communication
process. Until today, the knowledge of
the possibilities and limitations of viral
marketing in research and in practice is
narrow. Hence, the target of the MRSG
issue «Marketing goes viral» is closing
that gap. We are look ing for articles based
on the following research topics:
• Guerrilla marketing
• Recommendation marketing
• Buzz marketing
• Identification of different roles in viral
processes
• Entrepreneurial impact on viral
processes
• Success factors of viral marketing
• Design of viral content
• Measuring viral marketing productivity
• Viral marketing and market research
Please send a one-page abstract (A4)
to marcus.schoegel@unisg.ch and
marketingreview@unisg.ch by June 10,
2008 at the latest. The final deadline for
submitting your article in full is August
7, 2008. This issue will be published on
February 16, 2009.
MRSG 2.2009: Strategic Innovation
Marketing
In order to create and expand new
attractive markets companies must possess
the competence to «invent» products three
times: As a new bundle of hardware and
services, as a preference construction in
the «heads» of customers, and as a means
to combat competitors. We are looking for
articles based on the following research
topics:
• Open innovation (e. g., customer
integration)
• Network externalities
• Innovation protection (e.g., brand
strategy, coalitions)
• Innovation communication (e.g.,
communities, viral marketing)
• Design driven innovation
• Consumer response to innovation
Please send a one-page abstract (A4)
to torsten.tomczak@unisg.ch and
marketingreview@unisg.ch by July 10,
2008 at the latest. The final deadline for
submitting your article in full is October
10, 2008. This issue will be published on
April 15, 2009.
MRSG 3.2009: International Market
Development
Today, entering into foreign markets and
systematically adapting to them is taken
for granted for many companies. Leading
Swiss and German companies like ABB,
BASF and Siemens gain most part of their
revenues abroad. Hence, international
market development becomes the main
driver of growth for the entire company.
We are looking for articles based on the
following research topics:
• Steps for the market entry process
• Gaining market share in selected
emerging markets (e. g. Eastern Europe,
Asia, India)
• Bribery and corruption in practice within
selected geographical markets
• Selection of target markets
• Organization of foreign market
adaptation
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• International planning processes
• Central and decentral support functions
• International sales management
• Antecedents/factors to/for unsuccessful
market entries
• Choice of sales-approach in foreign
markets

MRSG 4.2009: Customer Decision
Behavior
Research in decision behavior investigates
new aspects of customer decisions besides
classical consumer behavior. The role
of management is to develop innovative
marketing concepts to react to changes in
consumer behavior accordingly. We are
looking for articles based on the following
research topics:
• Behavioral economics
• Anomalies in purchasing decisions
• Neurological marketing
• Consumer behavior and innovative sales
concepts
• Visualization of decision relevant
information
• Implications of social shopping, blogs
and communities
Please send a one-page abstract (A4)
to thomas.rudolph@unisg.ch and
marketingreview@unisg.ch by November
13, 2008 at the latest. The final deadline
for submitting your article in full is
February 13, 2009. This issue will be pub
lished on August 14, 2009.
MRSG 5.2009: Price Management
There is no other Marketing tool having a
similar immediate effect on a company’s
profitability as the price has. Surprisingly,
price management is often implemented
unsystematically in practice. We are
looking for articles based on the following
research topics:
• Psychological aspects of pricing (price
thresholds, reference prices, price fairness,
mental accounting, prospect theory etc.)
• Communication of prices (especially
price increases)
• Management of rebate and bonus
systems
• Latest approaches for the price
determination of new products or
innovations:
- Reverse pricing
- Value based pricing
- Auction pricing (in conjunction with
game theory)
- Adapted conjoint analysis
• Managing price image
• Price differentiation
• Ways for achieving an integrated price
management
Please send a one-page abstract
(A4) to sven.reinecke@unisg.ch and
marketingreview@unisg.ch by January
16, 2009 at the latest. The final deadline
for submitting your article in full is April
16, 2009. This issue will be published on
October 14, 2009.
MRSG 6.2009: Inbound Marketing
Inbound Marketing advances and uses
customer initiated contacts. Inbound
does not suffer from spreading losses
because the customers decide on the
communication topic, time, and channel.
However, it does not suffice to work
off the customer activities only on an
administrative level. The company`s
ability to a qualified response is most
important. We are looking for articles
based on the following research topics:
• Change of perspectives in inbound
marketing: outbound push and/or inbound
pull?
• Positioning inbound marketing within
the firm
• From complaint management to
proactive inbound marketing

• Managing inbound marketing: From
objectives to controlling
• Inbound marketing in the age of
communities and Web 2.0
• Inbound marketing for small accounts
• Inbound marketing in different company
and market situations (case studies with
initial situation, objectives, measures, and
achievement; particularly interesting are
publishing and dispatching companies,
retail business, companies with a strong
customer service)
Please send a one-page abstract
(A4) to christian.belz@unisg.ch and
marketingreview@unisg.ch by March
11, 2009 at the latest. The final deadline
for submitting your article in full is June
11, 2009. This issue will be published on
December 9, 2009.

MRSG: Marketing Management
Marketing Review St.Gallen generally
concentrates on core topics. However,
each issue may also include individual
articles on general principles of
marketing. In order for such an article
on general principles to be published
the topic must be of widespread interest
and be dealt with in a self-contained
manner. Please send a one-page abstract
(A4) to sven.reinecke@unisg.ch and
marketingreview@unisg.ch. If you have
any further questions, please don’t hesitate
to contact Prof. Dr. Christian Belz (+41
(0)71 224 28 20, christian.belz@unisg.ch)
or Prof. Dr. Sven Reinecke (+41 (0)71 224
28 73, sven.reinecke@unisg.ch).
Once the deadline for submitting abstracts
has passed, you will be informed within
14 days whether you will be requested
to submit an article in full. Please send
us your manuscript in electronic form
(as a Word file). Prior to submitting
a manuscript please check the formal
requirements at www.marketingreview.ch.
All articles will be appraised in a doubleblind review process.

–––– , ––––
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RFiD and Value Creation
in the Supply Chain
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS &
INDUSTRIAL MARKETING
SPECIAL ISSUE: RFiD and Value
Creation in the Supply Chain
Deadline: 01 October 2008
Bill Gates counseled that “The first rule
of any technology used in a business is
that automation applied to an efficient
operation will magnify the efficiency.
The second is that automation applied
to an inefficient operation will magnify
the inefficiency.” In the spirit of this
assertion, this Special Issue of the Journal
of Business and Industrial Marketing
critically explores the impact of Radio
Frequency Identification (RFiD)
technologies on achieving both efficiency
and effectiveness across the supply chain.
The nexus between technology and
marketing has a rich tradition in the social
sciences literature; however, there has
been little research attention afforded to
how RFiD technology fosters the “death
of distance” in the global marketplace.
From WalMart to 3PLs, RFiD is an
enabling technology for creating value
in the supply chain. Despite widespread
attention in trade journals, conceptual
development and empirical research is

conspicuously limited to date. RFiD
technology is based on a rudimentary
principle: an electronic circuit, or tag,
self powered (Active Tag) or powered
intermittently through radiation from
a distance (Passive Tag), can transmit
information that can be received and
interpreted virtually by a reader located
at a distance. While some of these tags
are nothing but plain antennae bonded
to a silicon chip kept inside a plastic
or glass case, the more sophisticated
tags do more than just transmit data they provide the means to sense their
environments or behave intelligently.
While much of the focus has been on
certain frequencies (915 MHZ, Ultra
High Frequency), we encourage authors
to address complementary technologies
- Zigbee, Ultra Wide Band (UWB), Low
Frequency and High Frequency - as a
mechanism for managing business and
industrial channels. We invite both applied
and theoretical manuscripts on RFiD and
related topics. We especially welcome
case studies on RFiD adoption, which are
supported by rigorous methodological and
empirical evidence.
Subject Coverage
The topics include but are not limited to
the application or the impact of RFiD on
the following and related areas:
•

Logistics and supply chain
management

•

Decision models and processes

•

E-business applications

•

Global channels strategies

•

Information utilization

•

Customer relationship management

•

Sales management and performance

•

Outsourcing and international
management

•

Privacy and security issues

•

Ethics and social responsibility

The Academy of Marketing
Science is an organization
comprised of both marketing
practitioners and marketing
knowledge. The Journal of
the Academy of Marketing
Science, published quarterly,
offers a forum for fellows of
the academy to publish both
empirically and conceptually
oriented marketing papers.
The annual conference
provides fellows of the
academy an opportunity
to exchange ideas, present
research results, and interact
with one another on matters
of professional interest. Both
academicians and marketing
practitioners oriented toward
the development of basic
knowledge in marketing are
cordially invited to inquire
concerning affiliation with
the academy. Corporate
memberships are available
and may be of special interest
to firms with two or more
marketers wanting to affiliate
with the academy.
Academy Membership:
Annual AMS Membership
dues are $75 (U.S. dollars) for
members and $35 (U.S.) for
students. You may become a
member by writing to:
Academy of Marketing
Science
PO Box 3072
Ruston, LA 71272
www.ams-web.org

Notes for Prospective Authors
•

•

Submitted papers should not have
been previously published nor be
currently under consideration for
publication elsewhere
All papers are refereed through a peer
review process. A guide for authors,
sample copies and other relevant
information for submitting papers are
available on the JBIM Web site.

Submissions
Manuscript submissions should be
consistent with JBIM manuscript
guidelines. all submissions should be sent
electronically in MS Word or Adobe (.pdf)
attachment to one of the following Guest
Editors:
Dr. Lou E. Pelton
University of North Texas
pelton@unt.edu
Dr. Madhav Pappu
Tyco Electronics
madhav.pappu@tycoelectronics.com
Please include in your submission the title
of the Special Issue and the name of the
Guest Editor.

The
AMS
Web
Site:
www.ams-web.org
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Journal Ratings Are
Over-rated

At least 10 journals can make a legitimate
case for belonging in the “Top 3” journals
in marketing, and different members of our
profession will defend different lists of the
“Top 3.” Sometimes discussions about journal
ratings can become intense.
Journal rankings are mostly a relic of the
20th century. The major legitimate function that
ratings of journals used to serve was predicting
exposure of an article. An article published
in a prominent place would generate much
larger readership than something published
in an obscure place. Today, however, with
the new methods of research, such as Google
Scholar, conscientious investigators interested
in finding content on a particular topic will
probably find it even if it is published in an
obscure place. The article’s relative quality
will weigh more heavily in its reception than
its placement.
With improved methods of citation
counts, in the long run number of citations
probably provides a better, although still
imperfect, measure of readers influenced by
an article. Citations have the added advantage
that they can also be used to judge impact of
scholarly books (remember them?).
The more dubious use of journal rankings
that continues today is that administrators use
journal ranking as a surrogate measure for
quality of scholarship. Admittedly this practice
is limited to administrators who lack the skills
to judge an article based on its own merits, but
it is sadly more common than one might hope.
Decisions about tenure, promotion, and pay
raises use rankings of journals as the measure
of quality, in spite of the obvious flaws.
Since many “top” journals still publish
about the same number of articles in spite of
the increase in the number of articles generated
and submitted, one can assume that some
articles published outside the “top” journals
now have quality comparable to ones that
previously appeared in “top” journals. “Top”
journals have both editors and reviewers who
are only human and may make errors, even
unintentionally. I have also had an article
rejected by a “second tier journal,” where I
sent it hoping to score a quick acceptance,
only to have it ultimately accepted by a “top”
journal whose reviewers better understood the
topic (and importance) of the paper. Thus,
a rigid deification of journal rankings will
cause at least some individual articles to be
misjudged.
One crisis across social science is
that little agreement exists regarding what
constitutes quality. Many “top” journals
reject 90% or more of the articles submitted.
Assuming most authors would prefer not
to waste several months to have an article
rejected, it is clear that many scholars misjudge
the probability of getting an article accepted
by “top” journals and misclassify the quality
of their own work. We likewise all know of
poor articles published in “top” journals and
excellent articles published in “second tier”
journals, although we probably do not agree on
which those articles are. Standards of quality
are far from universal.
The academic community needs to
recognie the silliness associated with many
of the uses of journal ranking. Anyone who
does not appreciate this silliness should be
required to google a month’s worth of David
Letterman’s Top Ten Lists. We could then
decide whether it would be more reasonable
to assign promotion, tenure, and salary based
on where one stands on the 6/20/08 “Top 10
Signs You have a Bad Travel Agent.”
~ Lynn R. Kahle, University of Oregon,
lkahle@lcbmail.uoregon.edu
About the author: Lynn R. Kahle is the
Ehrman Giustina Professor of Marketing,
University of Oregon. He has published
articles in 4 or 5 of the Top 3 marketing
journals and has had 7 articles published in the
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology,
which is usually rated higher than any
marketing journal.

Where Have all the Able
Bodies Gone?

A country’s real asset is its people. People
connect present to future, and therefore if a
country wants a better future it has to take
care of its population today. Taking care of
the population takes different forms. The
people must have educational and economic
opportunities for individual growth. The sumtotal of this individual growth translates into
economic development. Perhaps the most
important aspect of the connection between
the present and the future is the youth. Making
sure the youth are educated and skilled
today would make tomorrow prosperous and
progressive.
When I came to the U.S. some millions
of years ago, things were very different.
People talked about their jobs and their hard
work. They appeared to be extremely proud
of what they do, and they displayed a very
high level of work ethic. It was in those days
that we produced everything that we needed
ourselves instead of outsourcing. Nobody,
unlike the present time, discussed their
dreams of retirement. They talked about self
improvement and becoming more productive.
People did not complain constantly about
their work, as one witnesses today. It is not
clear just what happened to our values relating
to our work ethics but it appears that we are
losing something that is not going to help our
future. We did not become wealthy in general
by playing the stock market or winning the
lottery. We became a wealthy society by hard
work. One of the key points that is missing in
our thinking is that today’s capital is created by
yesterday’s labor. So if we are truly capitalistic,
we must learn to take full advantage of our
labor force and our total population. Here
we are making it more and more difficult for
our youth to get a good education by raising
tuitions and making curricula less demanding,
also by not making our work force work in
more attractive and suitable environments.
Furthermore, we are outsourcing most of
the high paying jobs because of greed. This
is making capable and ambitious workers
discouraged. If there are not enough good jobs
to be had, why work so hard to improve?
In addition work conditions are becoming
less and less desirable. We are doing nothing
about the discouraged workers who are not
looking for work and making unemployment
statistics unrealistically low. We have
developed a tendency of if you are not young,
you are not good enough and hence we are
ignoring the fastest growing sector of our
population, the elderly. There is a tremendous
amount of wasted human resources, knowledge
and experience in this sector which are totally
unused. Once again, human resources are the
most important asset of a country. All able
bodied individuals must find a way to make a
contribution to the well being of our society.
In fact all people must carry their weight. But,
then, there must always be opportunities for
advancement.
Let me put it more bluntly, if we continue
exporting our high-paying jobs through out
sourcing, we will end up being a society of
hamburger flippers. Is any body listening?
~ A. Coskun “Josh” Samli, University of North
Florida, jsamli@unf.edu

Multi-level Marketing
versus Pyramid Schemes:
The Standard Comparison
Multi-level marketing (MLM),
also called network marketing, ”is a way of
distributing products or services in which
the distributors earn income from their own
retail sales and from retail sales made by
their direct and indirect recruits” (Vander Nat
and Keep 2002, p.140). Examples of MLM
companies include Amway, Avon, Herbalife,
Mary Kay, and Tupperware. Many marketing
practitioners, a few marketing scholars, and
even the Federal Trade Commission, contend
that MLM is not a de facto pyramid scheme
(Federal Trade Commission 2000; Harden
1987; Koehn 2001; Muncy 2004; Vander Nat
and Keep 2002). Are they correct? The answer
is ‘no’, and the reason for that answer is basic

economics and marketing reduce all MLM
schemes to pyramid schemes.
Pyramid schemes “ask people to make
an investment and, in return, grant them a
license to recruit others who, in turn, recruit
still others into the scheme. In essence, the
investor pays for the opportunity to receive
compensation when his or her recruit brings
others into the scheme. The opportunity to
recruit is the product” (Koehn 2001, p.153).
Pyramid schemes are illegal because (1) profits
are derived primarily from recruiting people
rather than from selling non-harmful products
and services, (2) recruits often pay large upfront fees for enrollment and sales kits, and
(3) recruits are pressured into stockpiling large
quantities of non-returnable inventory (Koehn
2001; Muncy 2004; Vander Nat and Keep
2002). In contrast, MLM schemes merely are
unethical, according to many scholars and
practitioners, because they encourage sales
associates (1) to hard sell family members
and friends, (2) to abuse professional-client
relationships (e.g., dentists who trade on
their medical credibility to push products on
patients (Koehn 2001; Rice 1997), and (3) to
recruit new sales associates in socially and
psychologically unacceptable ways (e.g.,
propagating myths that anyone can be a good
salesperson and MLM is the road to riches)
(Block 1996; Brodsky 1998; FitzPatrick 2005).
Also, under MLM schemes (1) sales associates
are recruited by exploiting their materialism,
greed, and religious zealotry, and (2) unproven,
bogus, low quality, and unneeded goods often
are sold at inflated prices (Barrett 2001; Koehn
2001; Muncy 2004).

Underlying Structure and Economics of
Multi-level Marketing Companies
If page count reflects importance, then
Rubino’s The 7 Step System to Building a
$1,000,000 Network Marketing Dynasty: How
to Achieve Financial Independence Through
Network Marketing (2005)–a typical mass
market book in the personal wealth-building
genre–indicates that a network marketer’s
success firmly depends on recruiting
aggressive sales associates who will in turn
recruit other aggressive sales associates. Other
than a psychobabble-laden chapter on formally
envisioning financial success and a paragraph
advocating increased product knowledge by
using the company’s products–after all, it is
easier to sell what one knows well–Rubino’s
(2005) book focuses on ways to prospect for
sales associates.
Rubino (2005) shows that a five-level
network with four persons at one level
reporting to one person in the next highest
level creates a network of 1300 people (i.e., 4
+ 16 + 64 + 256 + 1024 people; the geometric
series ar + ar2 + ar3 + ar4 + ar5, where a=1 and
r=4). If each of those 1300 people sells $100
of product per month, and the commission on
their sales paid to the person at the top level
is 10%, then that top person receives $13,000
in commissions per month. Unfortunately
for gullible readers, Rubino’s illustration of a
geometric progression is incomplete because
he ignores the impossibility of recruiting
new sales associates indefinitely (e.g.., to
extend Rubino’s network to the 14th level
would exceed the population of the U.S.). The
mathematical certainty of a finite recruit pool
causes the low reported success rates for MLM
participants–modestly defined as realizing
a profit after all expenses–of roughly 0.1%
(FitzPatrick 2005).
One marketing maxim is every required
marketing function must be performed by at
least one member of the distribution channel
from producer to end consumer. This maxim
implies that viable members of the channel
must perform an economically valuable
function. MLM sales associates promote,
order, stock, and deliver products to their
customers. Traditionally, these functions are
performed by producers, wholesalers, and
retailers, who are compensated for their efforts.
Commissions for MLM sales associates must
derive from recovery of this added value.
They are not conjured from a bottomless
money pit; rather, they are created when
required marketing efforts are transferred
from traditional performers to MLM sales
associates.
For 2006, Tastefully Simple, a Minnesotabased gourmet foods direct seller, claimed

24,000 active sales associates and annual
sales of $120,000,000. Based on these figures,
Tastefully Simple’s revenue per sales associate
was $5000 (i.e., $120,000,000 in sales divided
by 24,000 sales associates). The company,
which employs 300 people, owns a modern
178,000 square foot warehouse for product
distribution and a 100 acre recreational
area near its corporate headquarters (Seale
2007). Clearly, the money available for sales
associates’ commissions was $120,000,000
minus the cost of foodstuff, packaging,
shipping, facilities, promotional materials,
employees, and ownership. Although
unmentioned on the Tastefully Simple web site
(www.tastefullysimple.com), simple math and
the pyramidal structure of MLM companies
suggests that most sales associates earned less
than $1,000. For this likely minimal return,
new sales associates paid $170 for a starter
sales kit and were encouraged to purchase
other sales materials. The CEO’s stated belief
in the Laws of Abundance (fostering peace
of mind through win-win attitudes), Magic
(creating positive energy through celebration
and excellence), and Realness (building a deep
sense of credibility) notwithstanding (Seale
2007), mere platitudes cannot overcome simple
economic reality.
If recovered sales cost (RSC) creates
the sole economic surplus inherent to MLM,
then equitable distribution of this surplus
among sales associates is a critical ethical
issue. For seven top MLM companies—
Arbonne International, Cyberwize, Free Life
International, Melalueca, Nikken, Nu Skin,
and Reliv—the mean annual payout to the top
0.22% of sales associates is $236,216, which
comprises 44.0% of total payouts; in contrast,
the mean annual payout to the bottom 99
percent of sales associates is $380 (FitzPatrick
2005). Seemingly, payouts are skewed heavily
and unfairly toward only a few people.
Ironically, MLM recruiters and their
promotional materials must present this
pyramid-driven distribution of RSC in a
positive way. Highly skewed rewards allow
fables of riches–embodied in the opulent
lifestyles of a few people–that lure the sales
associates needed to fund these rewards.
As practically all these later-recruited sales
associates will earn little if any money, it is
unethical for MLM representatives to imply
otherwise.
The Arbonne International web site
(www.arbonne.com) provides no information
on corporate finances or the typical
compensation and tenure of a sales associate.
Instead, detailed “success stories” are included
for the almost 2350 national and regional vice
presidents who comprise merely 0.25% of
active sales associates. These formulaic stories,
which are devoid of personal financial results,
typically include the Arbonne opportunity
appearing at a critical time, the superiority of
Arbonne health and beauty products, the need
to overcome self doubts, a quick payoff after
a year or two of serious effort, a few obvious
keys to success, and thanks to several Arbonne
associates. Although network and traditional
marketing are compared briefly—“Leading
traditional retailers are known to spend
25–30% of every sales dollar on advertising,
media and other promotions, while network
marketing uses those same dollars to reward
individuals for ‘word-of-mouth’ promotion”
(Arbonne International 2007)—the meaning of
this comparison to the total monies available
for compensating sales associates is ignored.

A Less Deceptive Approach
Despite frequent claims to the contrary,
MLM is a thinly disguised pyramid scheme.
Given their inherent structure, MLM
companies act deceptively when their
promotional efforts for recruiting sales
associates reflect impossible outcomes for
almost all targets of those efforts. Although
top sales associates probably recognize that
their lucrative rewards result from a hugely
skewed distribution of recovered selling costs,
such promotional efforts obscure the limited
money-making potential of lower-level sales
associates.
Fortunately, MLM companies need not
act deceptively. Rather than tempt potential
sales associates with dreams of great riches,
promotional efforts could reinforce that
recovered selling costs make great products
Continued on Page 15
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available at good prices. Promotional efforts
that stress product quality, good prices, an
opportunity for socializing (Bhattacharya
and Mehta 2000), and a way to earn a few
dollars, would be non-deceptive if true. In
addition, MLM companies—like Arbonne
International—should stop furnishing lists
with full and discounted prices to sales
associates. As list price is meaningless in this
context, its use is obfuscatory and only can
fool customers–mostly sales associates–into
believing they are buying goods at bargain
prices.
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The University of Tennessee
Assistant/Associate Professor
The University of Oklahoma
of Marketing
Norman, Oklahoma

remain open until positions are filled. For
further information, please contact Dr.
Dan Flint at 865-974-8314 (dflint@utk.
edu).

Michael F. Price College of Business

The Division of Marketing and Supply
Chain Management at the University
of Oklahoma has a position opening
for an advanced Assistant Professor
or Associate Professor of Marketing.
Exceptional candidates may also be
considered to concurrently receive
the Ruby K. Powell Professorship of
Marketing, an endowed professorship
within the Division of Marketing and
Supply Chain Management. Persons
with research interests in the following
areas are particularly encouraged to apply
– Channels of Distribution, Marketing
Strategy, Sales Management, and Services
Marketing. Nominations are also
welcomed.
This is a tenure track position beginning
August 2009 (with tenure appointments
will be considered for qualified
applicants). Candidates should have
a strong empirical and theoretical
background and be able to demonstrate
excellence in research and teaching skills.
The normal teaching load at the University
of Oklahoma is 6 hours per semester.
The University of Oklahoma is a
comprehensive research university offering
a wide variety of undergraduate, graduate,
continuing education, and public service
programs. Its 2000-acre Norman campus
houses 12 colleges with approximately 800
faculty and 22,000 students. In addition,
eight medical and health-related colleges
are located on the Health Sciences Center
campuses in Oklahoma City and Tulsa.
The University of Oklahoma is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer.
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. The University of Oklahoma has a
policy of being responsive to the needs of
dual career couples.
First screening will begin immediately
and continue until the position is filled.
FYI, the University of Oklahoma faculty
will be attending the 2008 AMA Summer
Conference in San Diego as well as the
2008 Academy of Marketing Science
Conference in Vancouver. To apply, send a
letter of application, resume, and names of
three references to:
Professor Rajiv P. Dant
Helen Robson Walton Centennial Chair in
Marketing Strategy
Division of Marketing and Supply Chain
Management
Price College of Business
The University of Oklahoma
307 West Brooks, Norman, OK 730194001
Voice Direct: 405-325-4675
Email: rdant@ou.edu
For more information, please refer to these
web sites:

http://price.ou.edu/index.asp
http://www.normanok.org/
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/
states/40/4052500.html

–––– , ––––

The University of Tennessee, College

of Business Administration invites
applications and nominations for a tenure
track, Assistant or Associate Professor
position in its Department of Marketing
and Logistics. This person will be
expected to have expertise in marketing
and be willing to work effectively in
a department that places significant
emphasis on cross-functional interaction
and integration. Although the search is
open to all areas of research interest, we
are particularly interested in candidates
with expertise in the related areas of
customer value, customer relationship
management, or consumer/customer
behavior, strong in quantitative research
methods. Regardless of research
area, applicants should also have an
appreciation for the role of their research
in enhancing the department’s strength in
demand and supply integration in a global
context. Effective date of employment
will be August 1, 2009, or when filled.
Qualifications
Required: Ph.D. degree in marketing or
related field in hand as of starting date of
employment.
Preferred: The ideal candidate will have
full-time work experience, the ability to
work effectively as a contributing member
of a faculty team, a scholarly research
record as evidenced by publications (or
progress toward publications) in toptier journals in the marketing field, an
appreciation for the interaction between
marketing and logistics as well as other
business functions, an interest in teaching
in interdisciplinary degree programs, and
the ability to teach in traditional degree
programs (undergraduate and MBA
programs), with an interest in eventually
teaching in Ph.D. and/or non-degree
executive development programs.
Program Information
The Department of Marketing and
Logistics is positioned within the College
of Business Administration at the
University of Tennessee. The Department
has a single vision of Demand/Supply
Integration that integrates the mission and
objectives of its programs in Marketing
and Logistics within the College-wide
context of Integrated Value Chain
Management. The Department enjoys
a strong and meaningful positioning
within the College, and faculty members
are active participants in College-wide
programs and priorities. The University of
Tennessee’s programs in both Marketing
and Logistics have been ranked highly in
national surveys.
Application Procedure
Dr. Dan Flint is the chair of the search
committee. Qualified individuals are
invited to submit a professional vita and
letter of interest to Dr. Dan Flint, 304
Stokely Management Center, University
of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-0530
(dflint@utk.edu). Letters of reference
will be required during latter phases of
the selection process. Search process will

Duties/Responsibilities
Candidates will be expected to contribute
to the teaching mission at undergraduate,
MBA, and Ph.D. levels, and to have
an interest in participating in executive
development. Research requirements
include a continuing record of publication
in top-tier journals in the marketing field,
and an interest in working with other
faculty members and graduate students on
team-based research projects.
EEO/AA Statement /NonDiscrimination Statement
All qualified applicants will receive equal
consideration for employment without
regard to race, color, national origin,
religion, sex, pregnancy, marital status,
sexual orientation, gender identity, age,
physical or mental disability, or covered
veteran status.
Eligibility and other terms and conditions
of employment benefits at The University
of Tennessee are governed by laws and
regulations of the State of Tennessee,
and this non-discrimination statement is
intended to be consistent with those laws
and regulations.
In accordance with the requirements of
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, and the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990, The University
of Tennessee affirmatively states that it
does not discriminate on the basis of race,
sex, or disability in its education programs
and activities, and this policy extends to
employment by the University.
Inquiries and charges of violation of
Title VI (race, color, national origin),
Title IX (sex), Section 504 (disability),
ADA (disability), Age Discrimination in
Employment Act (age), sexual orientation,
or veteran status should be directed to the
Office of Equity and Diversity (OED),
1840 Melrose Avenue, Knoxville, TN
37996-3560, telephone (865) 974-2498
(V/TTY available) or 974-2440. Requests
for accommodation of a disability should
be directed to the ADA Coordinator at the
Office of Equity and Diversity.

DO YOU HAVE
“IN THE NEWS”
ITEMS TO
REPORT?
Send your news to
Theresa Flaherty at
flahertb@jmu.edu
for inclusion.
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:
If you have not yet renewed your membership, we would like to take this opportunity to urge you to renew your AMS membership for the upcoming
year and to remind you that your AMS membership offers you a unique set of benefits.
1. A subscription to JAMS is included in your membership price. In addition, free online access to JAMS is available to members through www.
ams-web.org. JAMS is increasingly regarded as a premier marketing journal and it is now included in the Social Sciences Citation Index as well as
in other recognized publication indices.
2. Professional networking through the annual AMS conference, other conferences sponsored by the Academy, and through the membership
directory. AMS conferences are known for a unique friendly and welcoming atmosphere. They are designed to offer interactive opportunities for
sharing research and teaching ideas. AMS also recognizes outstanding teaching through its annual teaching excellence awards.
3. Opportunities to interact with academics on an international level. With its current international membership dues close to 30% of the total, and
its biennial World Marketing Congress and multicultural conferences, the Academy is a truly international organization for marketing academics.
4. This quarterly newsletter from AMS that offers notification of upcoming conferences, academic and people news, and announcements of
competitions and awards.
With all of these benefits, AMS members receive a high value for their membership dues and ample opportunities to grow professionally. Your
membership dues also support the AMS Foundation which offers scholarships and awards to advance scholarly research in marketing.
We hope you decide to continue your membership in the Academy!
Renew your membership in AMS today by visiting http://www.ams-web.org/registernewmembers.cfm or by sending your renewal to
Brian Miller
Director of Marketing and Communications
Academy of Marketing Science
PO Box 3072
Ruston, LA 71272
(318) 257-2612
ams@latech.edu
If you would like to help recruit new members for AMS, please share the above information with faculty and doctoral students who are not
currently members of the Academy. More detailed information about the Academy and membership forms are available at www.ams-web.
org. THANKS FOR YOUR HELP!

Theresa B. Flaherty, Editor
James Madison University
College of Business
Department of Marketing
MSC 0205
Harrisonburg, VA 22807 U.S.A.
Academy of Marketing Science
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